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Abstract 

This paper outlines some linguistic features of narrative texts in Kwaya, using examples from a corpus of 
non-translated texts. Kwaya (Ethnologue code [kya]) is a Bantu language (classified as E251 in the 
Guthrie system) spoken in the north of Tanzania’s Mara Region, the Mara Rural District. 
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A note on the texts 

The account presented here is based on a corpus of ten oral texts provided by eight mother-tongue 
Kwaya speakers in the Mara Region of Tanzania. Five men and three women provided the text corpus. 
The majority of the narrators were born and raised in Kigera Etuma, which is located on the eastern side 
of the Kwaya language area. The ages of the narrators range from thirty-one to seventy years old at the 
time of the narration. The women who provided stories H3, H4, H6 and S3 had not received any formal 
education, whereas other narrators had completed at least fifth grade. The narrator of H1 completed the 
equivalent of high school, H2’s narrator completed eleventh grade and H7’s completed a teacher’s 
certificate.1 

The oral texts were very lightly edited by a fluent Kwaya speaker to correct some performance 
errors. Otherwise, they all retain features (such as repetitions and longer sentences) that are particular to 
the medium. The texts are referred to by one of two letters (either S or H) and a number. Nonfiction 
stories are referred to by an S, while fictional stories are referred to by an H. 

All of the examples used in this paper are taken from these texts and are referred to using the text 
number followed by the sentence number. If a sentence contains more than one clause, letters are used, 
so example H1.6b is taken from Text H1, sentence 6, clause b. 

The charts for the texts are divided into seven columns: Pre-Nuclear Outer (Pre-NO), Pre-Nuclear 
Inner (Pre-NI), Subject (S), Verb (V), Object/Compliment (O/C), Post-Nuclear Inner (Post-NI) and Post-
Nuclear Outer (Post-NO). Table 1 shows which types of constituents typically occur in the different 
columns. 

Table 1. Typical contents of chart columns 

Column Typical content 
Pre-NO Clause place holder of preceding dependent clause 

Noun of direct address 
Interjection 
Preposed constituent 
External topic 

Pre-NI Conjunction 
Relative marker 
Temporal point of departure (POD) 

S Subject 
Clause place holder of preceding dependent clause which functions as subject 

V Verb(s) (including any material intervening between main verb and auxiliary) 
Adverb 

O/C Object 
Complement 
Clause place holder of following dependent clause which functions as object 

Post-NI Locative 
Temporal expression 
‘and’ (when followed by phrase not clause), ‘with’, ‘like’ 

Post-NO Clause place holder of following dependent clause 
Idiophone 
Quote marker 
Postposed constituent 

                                                   
1 Education levels are mentioned at this point because those with higher levels of education typically use more 
English and Swahili. It is possible that some Swahili grammar or discourse styles are used by the narrators who have 
achieved higher education levels. 
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A darker line in the charts represents the end of a sentence and a thick black line the end of a 
paragraph. Independent clauses are shown in black, dependent clauses in blue, song clauses in purple 
and speech clauses in green and underlined. Constituents that have been preposed or postposed are 
shown in red, and two red chevrons (>> or <<) are placed in the column from which they have been 
moved. Clause place holders are shown in blue, purple or green square brackets according to whether 
they point to a dependent clause, song clause or a speech clause, respectively. Table 2 lists the chart 
labels used. 

Table 2. Abbreviations 

Label Description Label Description 
# Noun class number FV Final vowel 
1P First person plural HAB Habitual aspect 
1S First person singular INDPN Independent pronoun 
2P Second person plural INF Infinitive 
2S Second person singular LOC Locative 
3P Third person plural MANN Manner aspect 
3S Third person singular NARR Narrative 
APP Applicative NC Noun class 
ASSOC Associative NEG Negative 
CAUS Causative P Plural 
COMPL Completive P1 Near past 
COND Conditional P2 Intermediate past 
CONJ Conjunction P3 Far past 
COP Copula PER Persistive 
DEM1 Proximal demonstrative POSS Possessive 
DEM2 Referential demonstrative PRES Present 
DEM3 Distal demonstrative PSTANT Past Anterior 
EMPHPN Emphatic pronoun S Singular 
FUT1 Near future SUBJ Subjunctive 
FUT3 Distant future TAM Tense Aspect Modality 
  TEMP Temporal marker 

1 Constituent elements of narrative texts 

The following section examines the constituent elements of narrative texts. 

1.1 Types of narrative texts 

Seven of the texts are fictional (H1, H2, H3, H4, H6, H7 and H8) and three are true stories (S2, S3 and 
S4). All of the true stories are told from the first person perspective. All of the fictional narratives are 
told from the third person perspective. Table 3 summarizes each of the texts. 
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Table 3. Story summaries of the texts 

Text Summary of text 
H1 A sister goes on a journey to visit her brother. She is supposed to wear certain clothes, but is 

tricked on the way to change clothes, so her brother doesn’t recognize her when she arrives. 
Eventually, she is revealed to be his sister. 

H2 A man has a beautiful daughter. He tests suitors to find the best husband for her. 
H3 A hare babysits the eggs of his friend, the crocodile. The hare eats all but one of the eggs. 
H4 A man is teaching his son to trap and spear animals. The son lets an animal go after being 

trapped, and the animal later returns the favor when the son is trapped. 
H6 A mother-in-law puts her son-in-law in a trap in the water. He sings and those drawing water 

hear him. Finally, the father hears him and rescues him, but not before his eyes and bones have 
been damaged. 

H7 Boys go out to herd their cows but lose them while swimming. They then have to search for 
them and return them. 

H8 The hare collects some water. He then gives it to some blacksmiths and gets knives. He gives 
the knives to some sorghum farmers and gets sorghum. He gives the sorghum to a chicken and 
gets an egg. 

S2 A woman recounts a time when she fell asleep while herding her father’s cows and they ate 
another man’s cassava plants. The father beat her and then explained that he depends on her as 
the oldest daughter. 

S3 A personal narrative of the different villages/towns that he lived in and why he moved between 
the different locations. 

S4 A woman recounts a time she went to church, and it was a difficult journey to get there. She 
met trials along the way, including a man with a machete. But, in the end God helped her to be 
able to arrive at church. 

 

Seven can be described as ‘climactic’ (H1, H2, H3, H4, H6, H7 and S4). Two of the texts are 
‘episodic’ (H8 and S3), and one (S2) is a climatic narrative with a long hortatory portion. 

1.2 Structure of narrative texts 

A narrative text can usually be divided into a number of sections, each of which serves a particular 
function. The structure of a typical climactic narrative text is provided in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Sections of a typical climactic narrative text 

Section Function Typical linguistic features 
Orientation 
section 
(introduction and 
setting the scene) 

- Introduces major participants 
- Provides a time/place setting for 

the story 
- Foreshadows story purpose  

- Presentational formula for major 
participants 

- Often a relative clause hinting at story 
theme 

- Typical background tense/aspect 
- General time and place markers 

Inciting episode - Gets the story moving - Use of point of departure (POD). Often the 
phrase ‘one day’ or equivalent 

- Often a verb of movement 
Developmental 
episodes 

- Develops the conflict - Episodes (paragraphs) that develop a 
conflict needing to be resolved. 

- Often multiple paragraphs 
- Usage of a narrative tense 

Peak episode - Maximizes tension, bringing story 
to a climax 

- Heightened vividness/detail 
- Usage of idiophones and direct speech 
- Shift of tense 
- Suppression of transitional markers 

Denouement - Resolves tension - Often includes predictable elements 
Conclusion - Explains moral - Moral stated directly, or with a proverb 

 

Table 5 shows how this structure can be seen in all ten texts. The numbers in the table refer to 
sentence numbers in each text. 

Table 5. Sections of all texts 

Section H1 H2 H3 H4 H6 H7 H8 
Episodic 

S2 S3 
Episodic 

S4 

Orientation 
section 

1–4 1–2 1–2 1 1  – 1 1 1 – 

Inciting episode 5–7 3–5 3–7 2 2–3 1 2 2–5 2–3 1 
Developmental 
episodes 

8–11 
12–15 
16–17 
18–22 
23–24 

6–8 
9–12 
13–17 
18–22 
23–27 
28–30 

8–9 
10–20 
21–22 
23–26 
27–29 

3–7 
8–11 
12–14 
15–18 

4 
5–10 
11–17 
18–19 
20–32 
33–45 

2–3 
4–10 
11–17 
18–22 
23–24 
25–38 
39–45 

3–6 
7–8 
9–14 
15–19 
20–25 
26–31 
32–35 

6–8 
9–13 
14–25 

4–10 
11–22 
23–24 
25–26 
27–28 
29–36 
37–42 
43–45 

2–4 
5–10 
11–15 
16 

Peak episode(s) 25–31 31–32 
33–36 

30–35 19–28 46–52 46–51 
 

– 26–39 – 17–30 
31–36 

Denouement 32–33 37–42 36–37 29 53–54 52–55 36 40–41 46–48 37–41 
Conclusion – 43 – 30 55–56 56 37 42 – 42 

 

Table 6 describes the structure of one of these texts in more detail. 
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Table 6. Description of sections in H2 

Section Sentences Description 
Orientation 
section 

1–2 There was an old man with a beautiful daughter, and multiple men 
wanted to marry her. 

Inciting episode 3–5 The men went to the father to ask to marry her, and he says that he 
will test them. 

Developmental 
episodes 

6–8 The first and second men try and fail the test. 
9–12 A third suitor comes to attempt the test and is sure he will win. 
13–17 The night of the test arrives, and he is shut in a hut and told he must 

find a way to remove all the water from a barrel, but he can’t pour it 
out. 

18–22 The suitor ponders how he will complete the test. 
23–27 A frog shows up and he explains the test to the frog. 
28–30 The frog offers to drink all the water for the suitor, and the suitor 

agrees to the deal. 
Peak episode(s) 31–32 The frog drinks all the water. 

33–36 The next morning the father comes to the hut and sees that there is no 
water in the barrel. The frog has already left. 

Denouement 37–42 The father is surprised and happy and gives his daughter in marriage 
to the suitor. 

Conclusion 43 The end. 

1.3 Linguistic features in Kwaya narrative texts 

1.3.1 Orientation section 

Five out of the seven fictional narratives begin with the introduction of a participant using a 
presentational formula consisting of a locative verb in distant past tense (P3) with the habitual aspect 
suffix, followed by a present tense copula with a locative enclitic. This compound verb is followed by a 
postposed subject that is typically accompanied by the modifier -mwi ‘one’. This pattern is illustrated in 
example (1). 

(1) H6.1 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
1a   >> 

 
:A-a-ri-ga a-ri-wo   mwana umwi 
3S-P3-COP-HAB 3S-COP-LOC 1.child 1.one 

1b   --- bha-ri bhabhiri na waamuwaabho   
3P-COP 2.two CONJ relative.POSS.3S 

He was there one child, they were there two of them with his relative. 

In longer orientation sections the major participants are usually referred to after their introduction by 
means of verbal affixes only, but a referential demonstrative may also be used. 

The first participant to be introduced is not necessarily a major participant. If the first participant 
mentioned is not a major participant, then it may be necessary to introduce this character in order to 
introduce the major participants. In example (2) the daughter and the son are the two main participants, 
but they are introduced after their parents. 
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(2) H1.1–H1.4 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
1a   >> :A-a-ri-ga a-ri-wo  omukaruka umwi na mukaaye 

3S-P3-COP-HAB 3S-COP-LOC 1.old man 1.one CONJ 1.his wife 
1b   --- m-be-ebhur-a mwana wa kimura  

NARR-3P-give birth-FV 1.child 1.ASSOC 7.male 
2a   Omwana uyo ^n-aa-kur-a    

1.child 1.DEM2 NARR-3S-grow up-FV 
2b   --- ^n-e-emuk-a    

NARR-3S-wake up-FV 
2c   --- ^n-aa-j-a  mu-bhyaro bhya kura eyo 

NARR-3S-enter-FV LOC-8.country 8.ASSOC far 17.DEM2 
3a Kimwi  --- m-ba-subh-a-yo    

so NARR-3P-return-FV-LOC 
3b   --- m-be-ebhur-a omwana owa ekiyara  

NARR-3P-give birth-FV 1.child 1.ASSOC 7.female 
4a   Omwana uyo owa 

ekiyara 
^n-aa-kur-a a-ri  ewaabho ayo  

1.child 1.DEM2 

1.ASSOC 7.female 
NARR-3S-grow up-FV 3S-
COP 

17.POSS.3P 16.DEM2 

4b   --- ^n-o-ongw-ag-a   ati [4c] 
NARR-3-hear-HAB-FV that 

4c   [>> a-ri-yo  waamuwaabho owa ekimura] 
3S-COP-LOC relative 1.ASSOC 7.male 

4d   --- a-ri  mu-byaro eyo  
3S-COP LOC-country 17.DEM2 

There was a certain old man and his wife, they had a son. The son grew up and decided to move far away. So, 
the old man and his wife returned and had a daughter. The girl grew up there hearing that her brother was 
away in another country. 

One of the instances where the presentational formula is not used is in H3, a story where Mutuuju 
‘Hare’ is a main character. This is probably due to the hare being a fairly well-known character in 
traditional stories. The other story (H7) that does not include the presentational formula does not have 
an orientation section. 

There is no consistent presentational form or tense used in the nonfictional narratives. Each of the 
nonfiction stories is a personal narrative, and the narrators do not introduce themselves formally. The 
two nonfiction texts that contain an orientation section both include some temporal information, such as 
when the story took place in the narrator’s life, as example (3) illustrates. 

(3) S3.1 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
1 Anye obhumura bhwani << na-a-ri-ga ni-ika-aye  kw-Irugwa  

1S.INDPN 14.youth 14.POSS.1S 1S-P3-COP-HAB 3S-reside-P2 LOC-Irugwa 

In my childhood I was living in Irugwa. 

While P3 is often the first tense found in an orientation section, that is not always the case for 
nonfiction narratives. In example (4) the first fully inflected verb is in P1. 
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(4) S2.1 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
1a   --- Ku-ri ku-reebh-a    

INF-COP INF-herd-FV 
1b   omumura waasu a-chaa-ri mutooto   

1.boy 1S.POSS.1P 3S.PERS.COP 1.child 
1c   naanye na-a-reebh-ag-a    

1S.EMPHPN 1S-P1-herd-HAB-FV 

To be there herding, our boy was still a child; indeed I was herding (cows). 

1.3.2 Inciting episode 

There are multiple ways in which the inciting episode is begun, but some generalizations can be made. 
Tense is generally narrative, woori ‘now’ often begins the inciting episode and sometimes a point of 
departure is used. For example, the connective woori ‘now’ is used in H1 and H6, being followed by the 
narrative TAM form (NARR) in all mainline events: 

(5) H6.2 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
2 Woori  bhabhiri na waamuwaabho muka esemwene ^n-aa-kor-a ichuuki ya shetaani 

now  2.two CONJ relative 1.wife.3S father.3S NARR-3S-make-FV 9.hatred 9.ASSOC Satan 

Now both the relatives, his father’s wife developed a satanic hatred. 

In the text H4 woori ‘now’ is followed by a temporal adverbial phrase in clause 2a. In clause 2b, P1 
is used as part of the event line before the event line TAM returns to the more common NARR in clause 
2c. 

(6) H4.2 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
2a Woori  --- :e-e-j-ire a-a-gend-a    

now 3S-P3-come-P3 3S-P1-go-FV 
2b  orusuku ruyo --- a-a-teg-ag-a gintyanyi   

11.day 11.DEM2 3S-P1-trap-HAB-FV 10.animal 
2c  orusuku ruyo --- ^n-aa-gend-a    

11.day 11.DEM2 NARR-3S-go-FV 
2d   --- ^n-aa-nyoor-a injiramaguta   

NARR-3S-meet-FV Injiramaguta 
2e   >> i-ri-ko   Injiramaguta inu 

9-COP-LOC Injiramaguta 9.DEM1 

Now, when he went, that day he was trapping animals, that day he went, then he met an Injiramaguta, it is 
there this Injiramaguta. 

A temporal point of departure such as orusuku orumwi ‘one day’, baadaye ‘later’ or baada ya ‘after…’ 
can be used at the beginning of the inciting episode; baada ya ‘after…’ precedes a dependent clause, 
which taken as a whole, can be considered to be the temporal POD. 
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Texts H7, H3 and S3 employ different forms of temporal PODs followed by NARR in the inciting 
episode. H7’s POD is a simple noun phrase. In H3 baada ya ‘after…’ is followed by an infinitive verb. S3’s 
temporal POD includes a verb inflected for P2: 

(7) S3.2 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
2a  [Baada ya okubha --- ni-ika-aye  kw-Irugwa]  

after 1.ASSOC INF.be 1S-reside-P2 LOC-Irugwa 
2b  [2a] --- n-in-sook-a-yo    

NARR-1S-leave-FV-LOC 
2c   --- n-ii-j-a  mu-kijiji anu  

NARR-2S-come-FV LOC-7.village 16.DEM1 

After residing in Irugwa, I left there and then came to a village there. 

Two out of the three nonfiction narratives do not employ a POD in the inciting episode and begin 
immediately with P3, as in S4, or even P1 with habitual aspect, as in S2. In H8, which is the episodic 
narrative, there is no temporal POD in the inciting episode. The inciting episode starts immediately with 
the subject and the NARR tense: 

(8) H8.2 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
2a   Waamutuuju ^n-aa-gend-a   [2b–2d] 

Hare NARR-3S-go-FV 
2b   [>> y-aa-ri-ga i-ri-wo   iseemu 

9-P3-COP-HAB 9-COP-LOC 9.place 
2c   >> ga-ri-wo   amanji 

6-COP-LOC 6.water 
2d   --- ge-e-teek-ere]    

6-P3-be nice-P3 

The hare went where there was a place where there was calm water. 

As can be seen from the examples above, NARR is the preferred tense for inciting episodes, woori 
‘now’ can begin an inciting episode and PODs are used but are not obligatory. 

1.3.3 Developmental episodes 

Throughout developmental episodes, the default reference method for major participants is through the 
use of subject and object prefixes only or noun phrases coupled with a demonstrative. There are three 
demonstrative forms, and all three can be coupled with a noun phrase in the developmental episodes. 

The narrative tense (NARR) is the default tense used in foreground clauses of developmental 
episodes. Most developmental episodes begin with NARR, as example (9) illustrates. 
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(9) H2.3a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
3a Woori  abhatwasi bhayo m-ba-gend-a  owa omukaruka uyo  

now 2.suitor 2.DEM2 NARR-3P-go-FV 1.ASSOC 1.old man 1.DEM2 
Now, the suitors then went there to the old man’s place. 

About half of the developmental episodes begin without a temporal point of departure; the first verb 
is inflected for NARR, and may or may not be preceded by a connective such as baasi ‘so’, woori ‘now’ or 
mmbe ‘so’. Another quarter of the developmental episodes each have a temporal POD followed by a verb 
inflected for NARR. Only a quarter of the developmental episodes begin with P3 on the first verb. When 
this occurs, it is always background information. Example (10) illustrates the use of P3 with a POD for 
background information. The first foreground verb is inflected for NARR. 

(10) H1.8a–H1.8b 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
8a Kimwi  orusuku ruyo :rw-a-gobh-ere    

So 11.day 11.DEM2 11-P3-arrive-P3 
8b   abheebhusi bhaaye m-ba-geg-a ebhiinu ebhya okurya 

2.parent 2.POSS.3S NARR-3P-take-FV 8.thing 8.ASSOC INF.eat 
So, that day arrived, her parents then took things to eat. 

There are different patterns for how developmental episodes are formed. In H2 the narrator always 
starts with a connective, either woori or mmbe, but these connectives are followed by NARR half the time 
and P3 the other half. In H8, NARR is used consistently at the beginning of every developmental episode. 
The first verb of every developmental episode in H1 is in P3. In other texts, however, there is less 
consistency in the use of tenses or connectives at episode boundaries. 

Both direct and indirect speech is typically preceded by the quote marker ati ‘that’, but this is not 
always the case. Reported speech is discussed further in section 8. 

1.3.4 Peak episode 

There is not one consistent feature that occurs in all the texts during the peak episode. What seems to 
mark the peak episode in Kwaya narratives is that some feature behaves differently from the rest of the 
text. Table 7 outlines the features observed in the peak for each of the texts in the corpus. 
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Table 7. Description of peak features in all texts 

Text Peak features 
H1 Dramatic speech by the daughter declaring that she is in fact the sister and not the servant. This is 

the longest speech in the entire text. This peak also includes four instances of an emphatic copula, 
which does not occur elsewhere in the text. 

H2 Both peak episodes are marked by their lack of postposed or preposed constituents, whereas this is 
a prominent feature in the other portions of the text. In the first peak episode, the mainline verb in 
the narrative is repeated fifteen times in a row. The second peak episode is marked by the use of 
past anterior TAM forms outside of a speech. 

H3 In this peak episode, the subject prefix for the hare changes from a- ‘3S’ to ka-, which is the subject 
prefix for class 12 (diminutive). This change to the diminutive class is the most significant 
marking of this peak episode, because it changes how one of the main participants is referred to. 
There is also a longer speech by the hare admitting fault and emphasizing that he ate all but one 
of the eggs. The peak also includes the only instance of an emphatic copula. 

H4 There are two speeches in the peak episode: one speech is a direct repetition by the same 
participant of a previous speech; the second speech includes a revelation and a repetition of a 
previous speech by a different participant. So, both speeches are repetitions of previous speeches. 
The second speech is also marked by the fact that each sentence is only one clause long, whereas 
there are few sentences in the text that are only one clause long, and never more than one at a 
time. 

H6 This text’s peak episode is marked by all the verbs in this episode being foreground or mainline 
events. NARR is the only TAM form used throughout this episode (there is one verb in present 
tense, but it occurs in a dependent clause). There is no background information in this episode and 
no speech clauses. The peak episode is the only place outside of speech where an independent or 
additive pronoun is used. 

H7 There is only one possible feature indicating the peak in this text; at the beginning of the peak 
episode, the phrase niwe eyo ‘surely there at that place’ is repeated twice. 

H8 This episodic narrative does not include a peak episode. 
S2 The entirety of the peak episode is a hortative speech by the narrator’s father. This narrative has a 

lot of speech clauses, but this is by far the longest. 
S3 This episodic narrative does not include a peak episode. 
S4 This text contains two peak episodes. The first includes a self-encouraging speech of trust in God 

by the narrator; this speech gives her the courage to face the trouble before her. The second peak 
episode does not appear to be marked at all. 

 

As can be seen from the table above, texts such as H1, H3, H4 and S2 are marked by the speeches in the 
peak episode, whereas H6 is marked by the complete lack of speech. Other texts are marked in the peak 
by verbal repetition, or changing of the subject prefix for a major participant. In other texts peak-
marking features are few. One of the peak episodes in S4 is not marked at all, whereas other texts have 
several peak-marking features. 

1.3.5 Denouement 

The denouement presents the events that follow as a consequence or result of the preceding events. This 
resolution is present in the majority of the texts, and there is minimal divergence from this use of the 
denouement. One exception is S2, in which the denouement presents a repetition of the penitent child’s 
promise that she has learned her lesson. The text corpus does not show evidence that there are any 
particular linguistic features associated with the denouement. Example (11) presents a typical 
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denouement episode. This denouement follows a peak episode in which the Injuramaguta releases a boy 
from his bonds. This denouement reveals the results of the boy being freed—he is able to return home. 

(11) H4.29 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
29a   Injuramaguta n-ii-mu-geg-a    

Injuramaguta NARR-9-3S-take-FV 
29b   --- n-ii-mu-yeek-a  emugongo  

NARR-9-3S-carry-FV 18.back 
29c   --- n-ii-mu-sir-a  owa esemwene omutooto  

NARR-9-3S-take-FV 1.ASSOC father.POSS.3S 1.small 

The Injuramaguta took him, carried him on his back and took him to his father’s house. 

1.3.6 Conclusion 

A formal conclusion is not a requisite feature of narratives in Kwaya, but if a conclusion is included, the 
default format includes the verb okwera ‘to end/conclude’. The subject of the verb okweera in the 
conclusion varies. The conclusion also often will include a locative demonstrative or even a locative 
affixed to the verb. 

(12) H2.43 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
43   Amang’ana n-ga-weer-a  ayo  

6.matter NARR-6-conclude-FV 16.DEM2 

The story concluded there. 

Narratives can also be concluded using the connective baasi ‘so’. 

(13) H4.30 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
30 Baasi  --- n-ii-sook-a-wo    

So NARR-9-left-FV-LOC 

So, it ended there. 

1.3.7 The role of songs in traditional Kwaya narratives 

Songs are sung by the main participant who is in trouble. The song is used to alert others to the trouble 
and explain it. Three of the seven fictional narratives include a song, but none of the nonfictional 
narratives do. Often the songs mark a turn in the story and can lead into or towards the peak of the 
story. 

In H1 the song is sung by the sister who has been mistaken for the servant, and it is this song that 
draws her brother’s attention to her. The song occurs in the episode preceding the peak episode. Some of 
the words in this song have no meaning, but when this story was read by a Kwaya speaker, he easily put 
a tune to the song and sang it. In the following song the nonsense words are used at the beginning and 
the end of the song, and also in the middle between the two main ideas of the song. 
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(14) H1.23c–H1.23d 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
23c [Saau Saagusa  omugaya a-ra-bhe-eye mwibure   

1.servant 3S-P3COMPL-be-P3 1.native 
23d Saagusa  omwibure a-ra-bhe-eye mugaya  Saagusa] 

1.native 3S-P3COMPL-be-P3 1.servant 

Saau Saagusa, the servant has already become the native. Saagusa, the native has already become the servant, 
Saagusa. 

The song in H6 functions in a similar way to the song in H1 and also leads into the peak episode. 
This song, however, is repeated in both of the episodes that directly precede the peak. The first time, the 
song alerts passersby that there is trouble, whereas the second time, it alerts the boy’s father that he is in 
distress. This song is also different in that it is much longer than the song in H1, and instead of nonsense 
words being used, words from a related language, Jita, are used. The function still is very similar to the 
song in H1. 

H7 also includes a song, but its function is slightly different. This song is sung several episodes 
before the peak episode and is used to call cows back to their herders. There are very few Kwaya words 
in this song, and the Kwaya speakers who were consulted during the course of this write-up did not 
know what language is used in the song. In this story, cows have run away, the boys go searching for the 
cows while singing this song and eventually find all their cows in another town. It is in this town where 
the story mostly takes place. While this song does not occur before the main peak of the story, it could 
be viewed as a pre-peak or mini-peak, because it brings the participants to the place where the action 
will occur. 

2 Paragraphs 

Paragraphs mark “thematic units” within a text, containing closely related material. Continuity of 
participants, time, place and theme is usually maintained within a paragraph (or if there is a change of 
time or place, this is usually an expected rather than an abrupt change), and so paragraph breaks 
correspond to places in the text where there is a discontinuity of some kind. There is no consistent way 
that new paragraphs are marked. In the two texts that were examined for this section, only four 
paragraphs began with a point of departure. Most verbs are inflected for NARR, with a few paragraphs 
beginning with P3 or PRES. In H1 kimwi ‘then/so’ is used at the beginning of almost all of the paragraphs, 
but it also occurs in the middle of some paragraphs. 

2.1 Paragraphs in the text H1 

Paragraph 1 (H1.1–H1.2) and paragraph 2 (H1.3–H1.4) comprise the orientation section. Paragraph 1 
introduces the parents and then their son who is one of the major participants and has moved far away. 
Paragraph 2 returns to the parents and introduces the second major participant, their daughter who 
grows up hearing of her brother who lives far away. The discontinuity between the paragraphs therefore 
is in the participants and the location of the events (as we leave the son in the far country, we return to 
the parents’ home). 

Paragraph 3 (H1.5–H1.7) is the inciting episode and begins with the temporal POD Woori orusuku 
orumwi ‘Now, one day’. The daughter declares to her parents that she wants to go and visit her brother. 
Her parents agree and send a messenger to her brother, letting him know that she is coming and will be 
wearing special clothes. Paragraph 4 (H1.8–H1.11) begins the daughter’s journey with one of the family 
servants to her brother’s country. This paragraph is set off by the temporal POD kimwi orusuku ruyo ‘so, 
one day’, causing a discontinuity in time from the previous paragraph. 

Paragraph 5 (H1.12–H1.17) begins with a temporal POD (anu…mu-njira ‘then…on the path’) and 
provides information about what happens on the way to the brother’s country: the servant tricks the 
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daughter into letting her wear her special clothes, and as they get close to their destination, the servant 
refuses to give the clothes back. Paragraph 5 includes both the developmental episodes 2 and 3. 
Paragraph 6 (H1.18–H1.22) has discontinuity in that the focus is switched to the brother. The paragraph 
is set off by tail-head linkage connecting the end of paragraph 5 to this new paragraph and participant 
focus. The brother sends out one of his servants to retrieve his sister, but they take the servant instead 
because she is wearing the special clothes. The sister is put to work on her brother’s land, and her hard 
work is juxtaposed with the servant’s easy life in the brother’s house. 

Paragraph 7 (H1.23–H1.24), in which the sister sings a song of woe, is set off by the temporal POD 
rusuku rumwi ‘one day’. Paragraph 8 (H1.25–H1.31), in which the brother discovers the trickery of the 
servant and rescues his sister from hard labor, shows discontinuity of time after the sister sings, indicated 
by the POD orusuku orumwi ‘one day’. 

Paragraph 9 (H1.32–H1.33) shows thematic discontinuity as it wraps up the story by repeating the 
brother’s discovery of his sister, and showing that the servant is punished. 

2.2 Paragraphs in the text H8 

In contrast to the text H1, there are few linguistic indicators of paragraph breaks in this text. 
Paragraph 1 (H8.1–H8.2) comprises the orientation section as well as the inciting episode, in which 

the hare goes and gets some water. 
In paragraph 2 (H8.3–H8.8) the hare takes the water and walks for a long time, finally meeting up 

with some blacksmiths. Most of this paragraph concerns the blacksmiths; the hare provides them with 
water so that they can complete their work, and then they toss out the remaining water. Paragraph 3 
(H8.9–H8.14) concludes the hare’s interaction with the blacksmiths, but there is a time lapse between 
when the paragraphs 2 and 3 take place, illustrated through the use of a temporal POD when the hare 
returns. 

Paragraph 4 (H8.15–H8.19) shows the hare leaving and traveling for a while before meeting some 
fishermen. The hare then gives them some knives. Paragraph 5 (H8.20–H8.25) progresses through time 
as the fishermen use all the knives and then throw them away. The hare also returns in this paragraph, 
and the fishermen give him some sorghum. 

In paragraph 6 (H8.26–H8.31) the hare continues on his journey and meets a chicken. The hare 
gives the chicken the sorghum. Paragraph 7 (H8.32–H8.35) starts with the chicken eating all the 
sorghum. The hare returns asking for the sorghum, but receives one egg instead. 

The final paragraph (H8.36–H8.37) leaves all other participants behind and shows just the hare 
returning home with one of the chicken’s eggs. This paragraph is also set off by an infinitive verb 
functioning as a POD. 

Tail-head linkage is used in lines H8.26 and H8.36; however, other paragraphs are marked simply 
by a change in who is in the subject position of the sentence (as in paragraph 5, 6, 7 and 8). 

2.3 Points of departure 

In order to bridge the discontinuities of a narrative, a language may use a point of departure to bridge 
two sections (that is, to introduce a new paragraph). In order to function as a POD, the phrase or clause 
in question must occur at the beginning of a sentence (not counting a conjunction or an interjection, 
which may precede it). Potentially, there are three types of PODs: referential, temporal and spatial; 
however, only temporal PODs are found. Tail-head linkage in Kwaya is also discussed. 

There are no examples in the data of spatial or referential PODs in the Kwaya text corpus. Topical 
subjects, which could be interpreted as referential points of departure since they occur at the beginning 
of sentences, rarely occur at the start of a new paragraph. In the following example, omwana owa ekiyara 
‘female child’ is the object of line 3b and then becomes the subject and topic of the following clause. 
However, there is no discontinuity between lines 3b and 4a, which form part of the same paragraph; 
therefore, the noun phrase in 4a is simply a new topic (see section 6) rather than a referential POD. 
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(15) H1.3b–H1.4a 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO

3b   --- m-be-ebhur-a omwana owa ekiyara
NARR-3P-give birth-FV 1.child 1.ASSOC 7.female

4a Omwana uyo owa ekiyara ^n-aa-kur-a a-ri ewaabho ayo 
1.child 1.DEM2 1.ASSOC 7.female NARR-3S-grew up-FV 3S-COP 17.POSS.3P 16.DEM2 

…then they gave birth to a female child. That female child grew up there at their place… 
Temporal PODs, in contrast, are common in most of the Kwaya texts. In H1 and H8 noun phrases, 

an adverbial clause, a relative clause and certain verb forms are used as temporal PODs. Noun phrase 
temporal PODs are listed in example (16), the adverbial clause temporal POD is listed in example (17) 
and the relative clause is listed in (18). 
(16) 
Woori orusuku orumwi ‘Now one day…’ (H1.5a)
Rusuku rumwi ‘One day…’ (H1.23a)
Baadaaye ‘Later…’ (H8.9a)

(17) 
Kimwi orusuku ruyo rwagobhere ‘So, when that day arrived…’ (H1.8a)

(18) 
Anu :bhaakingire mu-njira ‘At that time (when) they arrived in the path…’  (H1.12a)
 

Another temporal POD is formed with the verb eejire or bheejire, which is the P3 form of okuja ‘to 
come’, which is glossed as ‘when she/he ‘came’. In this particular construction, eejire and bheejire act as 
auxiliary verbs and are followed by the main verb in P1. The following example is taken from H4, and it 
illustrates this compound verb construction acting as a temporal POD in clause 12a. 
(19) H4.11–H4.12b 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO
11a Baasi  omumura waaye unu ^n-aa-i-sibhur-a   

So 1.boy 1.POSS.3S 1.DEM1 NARR-3S-9-release-FV
11b   --- n-i-gend-a   

NARR-9-go-FV
12a   [Esemwene :e-e-j-ire a-a-sook-a eyo]  

Father.POSS.3S 3S-P3-come-P3 3S-P1-leave-FV 17.DEM2 
12b [12a]  --- ^n-a-aik-a  ati [12c–12e]

NARR-3S-say-FV that
So, that one, his boy released it and it went. His father when he had left there said, “…”. 

There are no examples in H1, H2, H8, S2 or S3 of this construction. However, this is a frequent 
construction in the other five texts in the data corpus. 

There is one example of eejire not being followed by a verb in P1; eejire still functions within a 
temporal POD, and the following clause’s verb is inflected for P1, but they are not in the same clause. 
Example (20) illustrates this exception. 
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(20) H1.17–H1.18 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
17   Omugaya ^n-aa-remer-a    

1.servant NARR-3S-refuse-FV 

18a   [--- :E-e-j-ire oku-remer-a bha-chaa-ri]    
3S-TEMP-come-P3 INF-refuse-FV 3P-PER-COP 

18b  [18a] waamuwaabho urya ^n-aa-bha-ror-a    
relative.3S 1.DEM3 NARR-3S-3P-see-FV 

The servant refused. While she was still refusing, that relative saw them. 

Infinitive verbs can also be used as temporal PODs in Kwaya. The infinitive verb can be the implied 
result of the previous clause’s action, as example (21) illustrates. 

(21) H8.35–H8.36 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
35   --- ^N-aa-mu-waan-a  rigi  

NARR-3S-3S-give-FV 5.egg 

36a   [--- Oku-geg-a]    
INF-take-FV 

36b [36a]  --- ^n-aa-geg-a rigi   
NARR-3S-take-FV 5.egg 

36c   --- ^n-aa-gend-a  naryo owaaye  
NARR-3S-go-FV CONJ.5 LOC.POSS.3S 

Then he gave him an egg. [Upon] Taking it, he took the egg and then he went with it to his place. 

The infinitive can also be the exact verb from the previous clause, as given in example (22). 

(22) H8.25–H8.26 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
25   --- M-ba-mu-waan-a  obhuro  

NARR-3P-3S-give-FV 14.sorghum 

26a   [--- Oku-mu-waan-a  obhuro]  
INF-3S-give-FV 14.sorghum 

26b  [26a] --- ^n-aa-gend-a    
NARR-3S-go-FV 

They gave him the sorghum plants. Giving him the sorghum plants, he then left. 

Note that in examples (21) and (22), the temporal PODs have tail-head linkage features. 
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3 Connectives 

This section provides an overview of connectives in Kwaya as well as their uses as additives, concessives 
and thematic development markers. 

3.1 Connectives overview 

Connectives were examined in all ten texts to see if any patterns emerged. Many of the connectives used 
in Kwaya are also found in Swahili, which indicates that many of the Kwaya connectives are borrowed 
from Swahili. The connectives found in the data corpus are listed in tables 8 and 9. 

Table 8. Coordinating connectives/conjunctions 

Connective Gloss Occurrence Origin 
(h)aya OK Found in H8 and S3; located in various environments. Swahili 
ama or Found only in S4; used as an intrasentential connective twice in the 

same sentence. 
Swahili 

au or Found only once in S2; used as an intrasentential connective. Swahili 
baasi so, then  Found in all texts except H1, H2 and S2; sometimes coupled with 

woori. 
Swahili 

bira without Found only once in all the texts; it is used as an intrasentential 
connective. 

Swahili 

ka woori so now Used only once as an intersentential connective; used in speech. Kwaya 
kandi woori so now Used only once at the beginning of speech. Kwaya 
kimwi then, so Found only in two texts, H1 and S2; in S2 it is spelled chimwi but this 

is probably due to influence from Jita. 
Kwaya 

kwa iyo so Found mostly in speech clauses, but once directly following speech. Swahili 
kwa kweri really Occurs only once at the beginning of a denouement. Swahili 
maana meaning Occurs only once intrasententially. Swahili 
mmbe then, so Found only in two texts, H2 and H8. Kwaya 
na and Used typically as an additive; used more in speech than in narration. Kwaya 
-oone and  Glossed typically as an additive pronoun; does not occur in H1, H8, 

S2 or S4. 
Kwaya 

rakiini but Used only a few times as an intrasentential connective. Swahili 
woori now S2 is the only text where this connective does not occur. Kwaya 
yaani in other 

words 
Both times when this connective occurs, it is within direct speech. Swahili 

 

These subordinating conjunctives are also found in the data corpus and are discussed further in 
section 7.1 (adverbial clauses). 
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Table 9. Subordinating connectives/conjunctions 

Connective Gloss Occurrence Origin 
ajiri ya because Found only once in S4; used as an intrasentential connective. Swahili 
iri kusudi so that Based on the one use of this connective, it correlates to ili in Swahili. Swahili 
kwa kutyo thusly  Occurs only once and within speech; kutyo is Kwaya for hivyo in 

Swahili Swahili 

raabhe if Found only once outside of a speech clause in S4. Kwaya 
 

From the texts we can see that the majority of connectives used in Kwaya are borrowed from 
Swahili or are derived from Swahili connectives. It can also be seen that many of the Swahili-borrowed 
connectives occur only within speech clauses. 

3.1.1 Connectives between sentences 

Juxtaposition is the default manner of coordination between sentences. If a connective is used, the most 
common connectives used between sentences are baasi ‘so’ or woori ‘now’. Two other connectives in the 
texts that are used in the same way as baasi (and are glossed the same way) are mmbe and kimwi. Only 
about a sixth of the sentences use an intersentential connective. An example is shown in clause 29a 
below. 

(23) H3.28–H3.29 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
28a   --- K-a-aik-a   ati [28b–28c] 

PRES-3S-say-FV that 
28b   [--- Nu-u-fug-e  bhwangu  

IMP-2S-row-FV fast 
28c   omuyaga gw-a-j-a]    

3.wind NC3-P1-come-FV 
29a Baasi  Wang’wena woone ^n-aa-fug-a    

so crocodile 1.all NARR-3S-row-FV 
29b   --- ^n-aa-fug-a    

NARR-3S-row-FV 

He said, “Row quickly, the wind is coming.” So, the crocodile rowed and rowed. 

These connectives are very versatile and can occur in many different environments within the text. 
Baasi can be found in the middle of an episode, middle of a paragraph, directly following speech, within 
speech and even in the middle of a sentence. Woori occurs more frequently at the beginning of an 
episode. However, in H3, H4, S3 and S4 woori does occur in the middle of an episode. 

3.1.2 Connectives within sentences 

There is minimal attestation of connectives within sentences in the data: na ‘and’ occurs a few times in 
the texts and will be discussed more in section 3.3; baasi occurs only once within a sentence, and it is in 
reported speech as can be seen in example (24). 
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(24) H6.8 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
8a  [Raabhe --- na-a-mar-a    

if 1S-P1-finish-FV 
8b [8a]  --- bha-ka-ku-sibh-a  na omutwe  

3P-COND-2S-bury-FV CONJ 3.head 
8c  baasi --- e-ni-bh-a  ki  

then PRES-1S-be-FV what 
8d   --- e-ni-ku-fundukur-a]    

PRES-1S-2S-uncover-FV 

“If I have finished, if they bury you with the head, then what am I, I will uncover you.” 

Raabhe ‘if’ is a Kwaya connective that is used almost exclusively within speech clauses, as can be 
seen in the previous example. However, there is one example of raabhe being used outside of speech in 
S4.29a. 

(25) S4.29 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
29a  Raabhe --- na-a-futat-a    

if 1S-P1-pass-FV 
29b [29a]  --- ^n-aa-n-san-a   baasi 

NARR-3S-1S-cut-FV so 

If I am passing and then he cuts me, so be it. 

3.2 Additives 

Additives indicate that there is an association between the two conjoined elements. As previously stated, 
in the Kwaya corpus the additives na ‘and’ and ama ‘or’ are used, but only sparingly. Two instances 
appear in example (26). 

(26) H2.27 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
27a  Na --- n-taku-ga-tur-a    

CONJ 1S-NEG-6-able-FV 
27b   --- n-taku-ga-nyw-a    

1S-NEG-6-drink-FV 
27c   --- n-taku-ga-tur-a    

1S-NEG-6-able-FV 
27d  na kugeetira --- bha-takw-end-a <<]   

CONJ INF-6-pour out 3P-NEG-want-FV 

And I can’t do it, I can’t drink it, I can’t do it, and they don’t want it poured out. 

Another additive that is used in several of the texts is -oone ‘and __’ or ‘also’. This connective agrees 
with the class of the noun that it modifies. Six out of the ten texts include this connective at least once. 
This connective is always an additive, and most often is an intersentential connective but can also occur 
as an intrasentential connective as illustrated in example (27). 
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(27) H6.14 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
14a   Abhaanu bha-ri-ga bha-ta-ri-wo    

2.person 3P-COP-HAB 3P-NEG-COP-LOC 
14b  na esemwene a-ta-ri-wo    

CONJ father.POSS.3S 1S-NEG-COP-LOC 
14c  >> waamuwaabho woone a-ta-ri-wo    

relative.POSS.3S 3S.also 1S-NEG-COP-LOC 

People weren’t there, and his father wasn’t there, his relative also wasn’t there. 

This connective may increase the intensity of a particular passage. Out of the nine occurrences, 
three of them are in a peak episode, and two more are in the pre-peak episode. This connective 
emphasizes that one participant is doing or undergoing a similar action as another participant. The 
occurrences of -oone in H7.5b and S3.22a are not located near the peak. They seem to be acting simply 
as an additive in these two cases. 

3.3 Concessives 

Concessives indicate the clause that they introduce counters a previous idea, either by directly 
contradicting an idea previously expressed or by countering an inference or expectation generated by 
previous material. In general, concessives are not used in Kwaya. Only one concessive is located in the 
texts: rakiini ‘but’, which is used in a speech clause. However, the concessive is clearly borrowed from 
Swahili lakini, raising the question of whether Kwaya concessives exist. 

3.4 Thematic development markers 

Thematic development markers (TDMs) indicate important steps in reaching the story’s objective. They 
do not signal discontinuities of time, place, action or participants, and can therefore be found at various 
places within a paragraph (not just at the beginning or end). They do not occur in the orientation section 
of a narrative, because the objective of the story has not been established at this point. Some Bantu 
languages do not have TDMs. In those languages that do have TDMs, they can take the form of 
connectives (linking clauses and sentences), or they can be indicated by the way in which participants 
are referred to, such as through the use of different kinds of demonstrative in Fuliiru. Languages also 
differ in how frequently TDMs usually occur. 

In Kwaya there is no clear evidence of TDMs, either in the way connectives are used or in the way 
that participants are referred to. 

4 Participant reference 

Participants in a narrative (that is, the characters in a story) need to be introduced in some way, and 
then subsequently referred to (or ‘tracked’) as the narrative develops. The way in which a participant is 
referred to depends partly on where it occurs in the text, and partly on whether it is a major or minor 
participant.  
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4.1 Nominal forms in Kwaya 

In Kwaya participants can be referred to using a variety of nominal forms. The following are the most 
common examples: 
• Proper names 
• Simple noun phrases 
• Noun phrases each consisting of a noun plus a demonstrative 
• Independent pronouns 
• Emphatic pronouns 
• Subject and object prefixes (verbal agreement) 
 

The following six examples illustrate the use of the various nominal forms. 

(28) H3.3a: Proper name 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
3a  Baadaye Wamutuujua ^n-e-emuk-a    

later Wamutuuju NARR-3S-awoke-FV 
 aWamutuuju is the proper name for Hare. This is a recurring character in many children’s fables in the region. 

Later Wamutuuju woke up… 

(29) H6.2: Simple noun phrase 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
2 Woori  bhabhiri na waamuwaabho muka esemwene ^n-aa-kor-a ichuuki ya shetaani  

now  2.two CONJ relative.POSS.3S wife father.POSS.3S NARR-3S-make-FV 9.hatred 9.ASSOC Satan 
Now, the two and his relative, his father’s wife made a satanic hatred. 

(30) H1.4a: Noun phrase consisting of a noun plus a demonstrative 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
4a   Omwana uyo owa ekiyara ^n-aa-kur-a a-ri  ewaabho ayo  

1.child 1.DEM2 1.ASSOC 7.female NARR-3S-grow up-FV 3S-COP 17.POSS.3S 16.DEM2 

That female child grew up there at their place… 

(31) H6.47b: Independent pronoun 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
47b   weeki k-e-emb-a    

3S.INDPN PRES-3S-sing-FV 

…(while) he is singing. 
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(32) S2.2: Emphatic pronoun 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
2   Naanye :n-a-amb-ire okureebha iika waasu  

1S.EMPHPN 1S-P3-start-P3 INF.herd 9.house 9.POSS.1P 

Indeed I started to herd at our house. 

(33) H7.24: Verbal agreement 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
24   --- M-ba-sig-ag-a >> ayo akabhwa keebhwe 

NARR-3P-stop-HAB-FV 16.DEM2 12.dog 12.POSS.3P 

Then they were leaving there their small dog. 

4.2 Introduction of participants 

In fictional narratives major and minor participants are introduced most often with a descriptive noun 
phrase and presentational articulation as described in section 6.2. No human participants are given 
names in any of the texts. The following is an example of an orientation section introduction of 
participants: 

(34) H1.1a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
1a   >> :A-a-ri-ga a-ri-wo   omukaruka umwi na mukaaye 

3S-P3-COP-HAB 3S-COP-LOC 1.old man 1.one CONJ 1.wife.POSS.3S 
There was there one old man and his wife. 

If the major participant is a known character (such as the hare), then a proper name can be used: 

(35) H3.1 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
1   Ng’wena na Mutuuju :bha-a-ri-ga bha-tareene obhusaani   

crocodile CONJ hare 3P-P3-COP-HAB 3P-do:P2 14.friendship 

Crocodile and Hare were developing a friendship. 

In nonfiction narratives the narrator does not introduce himself or herself with a descriptive noun 
phrase; rather, in each text the main participant is introduced in different ways. In S2 an emphatic 1S 
pronoun naanye is used, along with agreement on the verb. In S4 the narrator only uses subject prefixes 
on the verb, and in S3 an independent pronoun is used with agreement on the verb, as shown in example 
(36). 

(36) S3.1 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
1 Anye obhumura bhwani << na-a-ga n-i-ikaa-ye  kw-Irugwa  

1S.INDPN 14.youth 14.POSS.1S 1S-P3-HAB 1S-P3-live-P3 LOC-Irugwa 

I, in my childhood, was living in Irugwa. 

Minor participants can be introduced in different ways. A collective group of people are introduced 
through a simple noun phrase, as illustrated in example (37), with the introduction abhaanu ‘people’. 
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(37) H4.16a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
16a Woori  abhaanu bha-a-tur-ag-a    

Now 2.people 3P-P1-pass-HAB-FV 

Now, people were passing… 

H2 is the only text in which individual minor participants are introduced, and this is accomplished 
in two different ways in this text. The first is by preposing the participant owa okwamba (‘he of first’—the 
first person) from the canonical post-verbal object position; clause 6a in example (38) illustrates this 
method. The second is through postposing the subject as illustrated in clause 7 of the same example, 
where owa kabhiri (‘he of second’—the second person) is the subject of ^Naaja ‘He came’. 

(38) H2.6–H2.7 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
6a Mmbe  owa okwamba --- m-ba-mu-yaan-a << omutiyaani  

So  1.ASSOC INF.start NARR-3P-3S-give-FV 3.test 
6b   --- ^n-aa-tamw-a    

NARR-3S-fail-FV 
7   >> ^N-aa-j-a   owa kabhiri 

NARR-3S-come-FV 1.ASSOC 12.two 

So the first, they gave him the test, he failed. He came, the second (person). 

4.3 Reactivation of participants after an absence 

The most common manner of reactivating a major participant is with a distal demonstrative plus a noun. 
In example (39) the relative is reintroduced after an absence of ten sentences. 

(39) H1.18 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
18a   [--- :E-e-j-ire oku-remer-a bha-chaa-ri]    

3S-P3-come-P3 INF.refuse-FV 3P-PER-COP 
18b  [18a] waamuwaabho urya ^n-aa-bha-ror-a    

relative.POSS.3S 1.DEM3 NARR-3S-3P-see-FV 

While she was still refusing, that relative saw them... 

The distal demonstrative, however, does not always mark a reactivated participant. In H8.4a the distal 
demonstrative is used even though the participant is still active. 
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(40) H8.3f–H8.4a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
3f   --- ^n-aa-nyoor-a abhayeesi   

NARR-3S-meet-FV 2.blacksmith 
4a Abhayeesi bharya  --- ka-a-bha-bhwir-a <<  ati [4b–4c] 

2.blacksmith 2.DEM3 PRES-3S-3P-tell-FV that 

…he met some blacksmiths. Those blacksmiths, he told them that… 

An observed pattern in the corpus data is that while the distal demonstrative is used for reactivation 
in the subject position, the proximal demonstrative is used when a participant is reactivated as the object 
of the verb. This can be observed in line 20a of example (41): even though the object has been preposed 
before the verb, omugasi unu ‘this woman’ has not been mentioned since the third sentence in the 
narrative. 

(41) H2.20 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
20a  Na anye e-ne-end-a omugasi unu   

CONJ 1S.INDPN PRES-1S-want-FV 1.woman 1.DEM1 
20b na omugasi unu  --- ni-mw-end-ere << muno  

CONJ 1.woman 1.DEM1 1S-2S-love-P2 very 
20c   --- ni-kor-e  kutiki  

1S-do-SUBJ what 

And I want this woman, and this woman I love very much, what should I do? 

When an animal is a major participant in a narrative, it can be reactivated by proper name or 
agreement on the verb. Reactivation by agreement on the verb only occurs in the episodic narrative H8 
in reference to Injiramaguta ‘Hare’. Example (42) shows reactivation of the Injiramaguta after an absence 
of one episode. 

(42) H4.19 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
19a   --- A-a-ri-ga a-chaa-ri    

3S-P3-COP-HAB 3S-PERS-COP 
19b   Injiramaguta n-ii-j-a    

Hare NARR-9-enter-FV 

He was still there, and then Hare came. 

After minor participants exit the narrative, they may be referred to, but they do not return to 
complete an action. There are no examples of a minor participant being reactivated to perform a role. 

4.4 Further reference to active participants 

Any forms of participant reference mentioned in section 4.1 can be used to refer to an active participant. 
The most common forms used are either subject/object prefix on the verb alone, or a referential 
demonstrative in a noun phrase. In example (43), H2.17 uses a subject prefix be- to refer to abhaanu 
‘people’, and then there is a switch topic in H2.18 back to the omumura ‘boy’ who is an activated 
participant at this point in the text. 
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(43) H2.17–H2.18 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
17   --- M-be-egar-a-wo omuryango   

NARR-3P-close-FV-LOC 3.door 
18 Mmbe woori  omumura uyo ^n-a-amb-a okwiganiirisha  [19a–21] 

Then now 1.boy 1.DEM2 NARR-1S-start-FV INF.think 

Then they closed there the door. So, then that boy started to think. 

The proximal demonstrative can also be used to refer to an active participant, though it is less 
common. In general, the proximal demonstrative is used in speech clauses, and in non-speech clauses it 
is more likely to occur following a speech clause, as can be seen in H4.11a. The proximal demonstrative 
is also used once to refer to an active participant following a significant change of focus and location. 
The subject in H1.21c is the daughter. The focus is then changed to the location and life of the servant, 
which is in direct contrast to the location and life of the daughter, as shown in example (44). 

(44) H1.21c–22b 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
21c   --- m-ba-mu-yaan-ag-a mirimu emisito  

NARR-3P-3S-give-HAB-FV 4.work 4.hard 
22a Unu omugaya owa omwenda gwa ekisi ^n-aa-sigar-a    

1.DEM1 1.servant 1.ASSOC 3.cloth 3.ASSOC 7.fine NARR-3S-remain-FV 
22b   --- ^n-aa-ry-a ebhiinu iika  

NARR-3s-eat-FV 7.thing house 

…then they were giving her hard labor. This servant of the nice clothes then remained, eating things at the 
house. 

With regard to how demonstratives are used, it seems as though patterns do not necessarily apply 
once the text reaches the peak episode. In the text H1, other than locative demonstratives, there are no 
demonstratives used for the remainder of the text once the peak episode starts. However, in H2 the distal 
demonstrative is used with greater frequency beginning in the second peak episode and continuing 
through the denouement. In other texts the demonstrative paradigm is not affected as much as in these 
two texts. 

4.5 Pronouns 

Independent pronouns are more likely to occur within speech clauses. In the fictional narratives there is 
only one instance of an independent pronoun outside of a speech clause, and it seems to indicate a 
change of subject, or contrast:2 

                                                   
2 This example is somewhat ambiguous, since it is possible to interpret it as the father being the subject of both 
clauses. However, in the context of the story, it is clear that the son is the subject in 47b, thus meaning that the 
pronoun indicates a change of subject.  
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(45) H6.47 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
47a Baasi  --- ^n-aa-gend-ag-a  kutyo [47b] 

So NARR-3S-go-HAB-FV MANN.DEM2 
47b   weeki k-e-emb-a    

3S.INDPN PRES-3S-sing-FV 

So, he (the father) went along in this way, while he (the son) sang. 

In the nonfictional narratives independent pronouns are used on occasion to introduce the next 
speaker in a dialogue. The only occurrence of an independent pronoun, outside of speech clauses or the 
introduction of the next speaker, is when the narrator is referring to himself or herself. 

The conjunction na ‘and’ can be cliticized to the 3S pronominal form we to indicate that a certain 
participant did something with another participant. In example (46) nawe ‘with him’ follows the verb. 

(46) H6.48 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
48a   --- ^N-e-emb-a    

NARR-3S-sing-FV 
48b   --- ^n-aa-gend-ag-a na=we   

NARR-3S-go-HAB-FV CONJ=3S 

He was singing, and was going with him. 

5 Tense and aspect in foreground and background 

In a narrative, events are organized chronologically. Consequently, foreground material consists of events 
that take place in chronological sequence. This sequence of events is called the event line (also known as 
the theme line or main line). Typically, most of the events on the event line will be actions performed 
intentionally by the participants in the story. Non-event material and events presented out of sequence 
are classified as background material in narrative. Foreground and background are often distinguished 
through the use of tense and aspect. 

5.1 Tense and aspect markers in Kwaya 

The tense and aspect paradigm for Kwaya has not been fully analyzed or described at this point so the 
following information is based on observations and a tentative analysis. 

There are three past tenses in Kwaya and three future tenses. In this paper the past tenses are 
referred to as P1, P2 and P3; P3 is the remote past tense, P2 is the intermediate past and P1 is the near 
past. Kwaya also has an anterior and a past anterior form. When the anterior form has a 1S subject, it is 
segmentally identical to the narrative (NARR) form when the subject is 3S. These two forms are tonally 
different, however, so in order to differentiate them orthographically, the NARR form is preceded by a 
caret. Similarly, the past anterior is segmentally identical in form to P3 except for tone. Orthographically, 
verbs inflected for P3 are preceded by a colon to differentiate the two forms. 

There are also three future tenses, which are rarely used in the text corpus, and one present tense. 
The habitual aspect suffix -ag can occur after nearly all tenses. All of the TAM forms mentioned above, 
except for the full set of future tenses, occur in the text corpus. In addition, there is a verbal locative 
suffix -wo, which can occur at the end of any verb. The most common TAM forms used in narratives are 
the narrative and the remote past tense (P3). Present tense occurs almost exclusively in speech clauses 
and to introduce them. 
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5.2 Foreground 

The main TAM forms used in the foreground are narrative (NARR) and present (PRES). The default for 
foregrounding is NARR, which does not need to be preceded by P3 or any other past tense form, as can be 
seen in examples (5) and (8) in section 1.3.2. In some narratives, such as H7, the very first verb of the 
text is NARR. 

Outside of direct speech, PRES occurs only before speech clauses in narrative texts. NARR can also be 
used when introducing a speech clause, but PRES is used most often to introduce a speech clause, as in 
example (47). 

(47) H2.5–H2.6 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
5a   Abhaanu bhayo a-bha-aik-a   ati [5b] 

2.person 2.DEM2 PRES-3P-say-FV that 
5b [Aa  anye e-ni-ga-tur-a  era]  

Aa 1S.INDPN PRES-1S-6-able-FV easily 
6a Mmbe  owa okwamba --- m-ba-mu-yaan-a << omutiyaani  

So  ASSOC.1 INF.begin NARR-3P-3S-give-FV 3.test 
6b   --- ^n-aa-tam-w-a    

NARR-3S-win-PASS-FV 

Those people say that, “Aa I can do it easily.” So, the first, they gave him the test, and he failed. 

5.3 Background 

Background TAM forms are more varied and complex than the ones used in the foreground. The most 
common tense for background information is the remote past tense (P3). The copula ri commonly occurs 
in a P3 compound form to place participants in a particular location during background information. 
This is in fact how participants are introduced in the orientation section, as well as at other points in a 
narrative, as shown in clause 19a below. 

(48) H4.19 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
19a   --- :A-a-ri-ga a-chaa-ri    

3S-P3-COP-HAB 3S-PERS-COP 
19b   Injiramaguta n-ii-j-a    

Hare NARR-9-come-FV 

He was still there, and then Hare came. 

The near past tense (P1) is also used commonly for background information. In example (49) a 
series of P1 verbs (8a–8d) builds up the background before the main action takes place (8e–8f). 
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(49) H7.8 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
8a   --- Bha-a-saam-ag-a    

3P-P1-swim-HAB-FV 
8b   --- bha-a-ring-ir-a    

3P-P1-watch-APP-FV 
8c   --- bha-a-ror-a ging’ombe giri-wo   

3P-P1-see-FV 10.cow 10.COP-LOC 
8d   --- bha-a-ring-ir-a    

3P-P1-watch-APP-FV 
8e   ging’ombe n-gy-amb-a okuribhata   

10.cow NARR-10-start-FV INF.walk 
8f   ebhikokomwaro m-bi-sigar-a-wo    

8.type of bird NARR-8-remain-FV-LOC 

They were swimming, watching, seeing the cows, watching, then the cows started walking and the birds stayed 
behind. 

There are other TAM forms used for background information with minimal attestation in the data. Past 
anterior occurs in H3.1, and the intermediate past (P2) with completive aspect occurs in H7.54. In S3, P2 
occurs three times, and the subjunctive occurs a few times in the personal narratives S2, S3 and S4. 

5.4 Movement expressions 

In Kwaya movement towards or away from the deictic center is lexicalized in the verbs okuja ‘to come’ 
and okugenda ‘to go’. Other verbs of movement do not use any itive or ventive morphemes associated 
with the movement. Example (50) illustrates the movement verb okutuma ‘to send’, but this verb form 
does not have any morphemes or particles that are itive or ventive. The example also illustrates that 
okugenda ‘to go’ in the O/C column of clause 6a indicates movement away from the deictic center, where 
the parents are, while okuja ‘to come’ in clause 6c indicates movement towards the new deictic center, 
where the brother/son is. 
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(50) H1.6–H1.7 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
6a Kimwi  abheebhusi bhaaye  m-ba-tum-a omuunu okugenda okumubhwira 

waamuwaabho [6b][6c–7] 
So 2.parent 2.POSS.3S NARR-3P-send-FV 1.person INF-go INF-3S-tell relative.POSS.3S 

6b  [uyo --- a-ri  mu-bhyaro]  
1.DEM2 3S-COP LOC-14.country 

6c   [omusubhaati waaye k-aa-j-a okumukeesha  
1.sister 1.POSS.3S PRES-3S-come-FV INF.3S.greet 

7  Na omusubhaati waaye 
uyo 

k-aa-j-a a-fwa-ye omwenda omurebhe]  

 CONJ 1.sister 1.POSS.3S 1.DEM2 PRES-3S-come-FV 
3S-wear-PSTANT 

3.clothes 3.certain 

So, her parents then sent a man to go tell her relative, who was living in that country, that his sister is coming to 
greet him. And that sister will come wearing certain clothes. 

5.5 Summary 

The narrative is the primary tense used for foreground information, though the present tense is used 
occasionally as well. P3, often in combination with the copula ri, is the most common verbal form for 
background information. P1 can also be used in background. 

Movement expressions are lexicalized in the verbs okuja ‘to come’, which has a movement towards 
the deictic center, and okugenda ‘to go’, which has movement away from the deictic center. 

6 Information structure 

Information structure concerns the ways in which narrators help hearers and readers to identify new 
information in a sentence and to combine it with information that they already have in order to arrive at 
a coherent interpretation. Information structure in Kwaya is primarily expressed through the relative 
order of subject, verb, object and oblique constituents in a sentence. The default word order in Kwaya is 
SVO. 

6.1 Fundamental concepts in information structure 

Information structure deals with the relationship between linguistic form and the nature of the 
information it presents. Sentence structure reflects a speaker or writer’s assumptions about what the 
hearer or reader already knows. For example, the writer of a narrative may use a certain constituent 
order when the information expressed by the object is what the sentence is about (the topic), compared 
to when the object does not fulfill this particular role. What is said about the topic is termed the 
comment. A sentence in which there is a topic and a comment about that topic is said to have topic-
comment articulation. If the topic of a sentence is the same as that of the previous sentence, it is called a 
continued topic; if it is different, it is called a switch topic. 

Another important information structure category is that of focus. When a constituent fills an 
information gap in a reader’s mental representation of a text, it is called the focus of the sentence. If a 
whole sentence is given without any link to the established context, that sentence has sentence focus. If 
the subject of a sentence is already established in the discourse context and the predicate fills an 
information gap about that subject in the reader’s mental representation, that sentence is said to have 
predicate focus. If, rather than the sentence as a whole or the predicate, an argument of the verb is the 
focus, that sentence has argument focus. A sentence with a focused argument is said to have 
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identificational articulation, as it identifies which argument should fill the gap in the reader’s mental 
representation of the text. 

In Kwaya the information structure categories outlined above are chiefly expressed through 
constituent order. 

6.2 Presentational articulation (sentence focus) 

In presentational articulation an entity is introduced into a text without being linked to any established 
material. The presentational form in Kwaya involves a postposed subject. The following is one example 
of presentational articulation, which is found in the orientation section of many of the Kwaya texts: 

(51) H1.1 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
1a   >> :A-a-ri-ga a-ri-wo   omukaruka umwi na mukaaye 

3S-P3-COP-HAB 3S-COP-LOC 1.man 1.one CONJ 1.wife.3S 
1b   --- m-be-ebhur-a mwana wa kimura  

NARR-3P-give birth-FV 1.child 1.ASSOC 7.male 

There was a man and his wife, they had a son. 

Presentational articulation can also be seen in H2.1, H4.1, H6.1 and H8.1, in the orientation section of 
each text. 

Presentational articulation is also used almost every time a new participant is introduced 
throughout the text H2. Potential suitors are introduced in H2.7 and H2.9a, both using presentational 
articulation. The frog, who is a major participant, is also introduced halfway through the story, in the 
form of a postposed subject after the verb ja ‘come’. 

(52) H2.23 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
23a [Woori bhunu --- :a-a-ri-ga a-che-egani-ir-ish-a]    

Now while 3S-P3-COP-HAB 3S-PERS-think-APP-CAUS-FV 
23b [23a] mmbe  >> ^n-aa-j-a   Waarukerwe 

so NARR-3S-come-FV frog 
Now, while he was still continuing to think, (there) came a frog. 

6.3 Topic-comment articulation (predicate focus with a switch topic) 

When the topic is a grammatical subject and is the same as the previous topic (a continued topic), the 
default way to refer to that topic is simply by the subject prefix in the verb, as discussed in section 6.4. 
However, when there is a change in the topic, then the most common method of highlighting the switch 
topic is to use a full noun phrase, with or without a demonstrative. Line 21 of example (53) illustrates 
the use of the demonstrative when the topic changes from abhaanu ‘people’ to omwana urya ‘that child’. 
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(53) H6.20–H6.21 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
20   Abhaanu m-ba-gend-a  ku-mwaro  

2.person NARR-3P-go-FV LOC-3.lake 
21   Omwana urya a-ri  mu-manji  

1.child. 1.DEM3 3S-COP LOC-6.water 

Then people went to the lake. That child was there in the water. 

If it is clear from the context who the topic is because of the subject prefix, then the noun phrase 
and demonstrative may be omitted. In the text H2 the first half of the story goes back and forth between 
a group of people and a single participant, and there are far fewer noun phrases in this portion of the 
text. In example (54) the referent is clear due to the plural versus singular forms of the subject and 
object prefixes. 

(54) H2.9–H2.10a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
9a Woori  >> :a-a-ri-ga a-ri-wo   oumwi 

now 3S-P3-COP-HAB 3S-COP-LOC 1.one 
9b   --- ^n-aa-j-a    

NARR-3S-come-FV 
10a   --- M-ba-mu-bhwir-a   ati [10b–10c] 

NARR-3P-3S-tell-FV that 

Now, there was there one person and he came. They told him that… 

Later in this same text, a frog enters the scene. At this point in the text, the subject prefixes for the two 
different participants are the same, so noun phrases are used to indicate a switch in the topic of the 
sentence. This is shown in example (55). In clause 28a frog speaks; when the subject changes in the next 
sentence, a noun phrase is needed. 

(55) H2.28a and H2.29a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
28a Woori  Waarukerwe ^n-aa-mu-bhwir-a   ati [28b–28c] 

now frog NARR-3S-3S-tell-FV that 
29a   Omumura uyo ^n-aa-mu-bhwir-a   ati [29b–29c] 

1.boy 1.DEM2 NARR-3S-3S-tell-FV that 

Now, Frog told him (the boy) that…That boy told him (the frog) that… 

Also note that if the topic is an object instead of a subject, then the object can be preposed before 
the verb. In example (56) the topic of sentence 4 is ‘those blacksmiths’, because the blacksmiths are the 
known information in that clause, having been mentioned in the previous clause. By preposing the 
object, the order of topic-comment is preserved, introducing the new information after the old 
information. 
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(56) H8.3f–H8.4a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
3f   --- ^n-aa-nyoor-a abhayeesi   

NARR-3S-meet-FV 2.blacksmith 
4a Abhayeesi bharya  --- ka-a-bha-bhwir-a <<  ati [4b–4c] 

2.blacksmith 2.DEM3 PRES-3S-3P-tell-FV that 

…he met some blacksmiths. Those blacksmiths, he told them that… 

6.4 Predicate focus with a continued topic 

As previously mentioned, in predicate focus where the topic is the same, the default manner of 
presenting this information is with a subject prefix on the verb, as shown in example (57). 

(57) H3.4c–H3.5b 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
4c   --- m-ba-gend-a obhugenyi   

NARR-3P-go-FV 14.visiting 
5a   --- [:Bhe-e-j-ire bh-e-end-a okusooka-wo]   

3P-P3-come-P3 3P-P1-want-FV INF.leave-LOC 
5b [5a]  --- m-ba-mu-kabhiji    

NARR-3P-3S-entrust 

…then they went visiting. When they wanted to leave there, then they entrusted him… 

When the topic continues across an episode boundary, then a noun phrase and at times a 
demonstrative can be used to reinforce the topic in the hearer/reader’s mind. In fact, in almost all cases 
when a continued topic is made explicit, it is across an episode boundary. The following example from 
the text H2 is the end of the orientation section (H2.2), followed by the first clause of the inciting 
episode. Even though the topic is continued in 3a, a noun phrase is used. 

(58) H2.2–H2.3a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
2   Abhaanu m-be-end-a okumutwara omuyara uyo   

2.person NARR-3P-want-FV INF.3S.marry 1.girl 1.DEM2 
3a Woori  abhatwasi bhayo m-ba-gend-a owa omukaruka uyo   

Now 2.suitor 2.DEM2 NARR-3P-go-FV 1.ASSOC 1.old man 1.DEM2 

People wanted to marry that girl. Now, those suitors went to that old man… 

6.5 Identificational articulation (argument focus) 

Two types of identificational articulation have been found in the corpus. The first method is to postpose 
a focused subject, and the second is to use a cleft construction. 

In the first method placing the subject after the predicate gives it prominence by removing it from 
its default position. Postposed subjects can indicate presentational articulation as well, as mentioned in 
section 6.2. However, in the case of presentational articulation, the entire sentence is new information. 
When only one argument of the sentence is unknown, it can be analyzed as identificational articulation, 
as the following example illustrates. In H6.29a the answer to the question ‘What is it?’ is given. When 
the answer ‘It is a person’ is identified, the focused information is postposed. 
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(59) H6.28–H6.29 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
28a Baasi  bhanu m-ba-aik-a   ati [28b–30] 

so 2.DEM1 NARR-3P-say-FV that 
28b [Aa  --- ni ki   

aa COP what 
28c  kiyo  e-ki-imb-a  mu-mani ayo  

7.DEM2 PRES-7-sing-FV LOC-6-water 16.DEM2 
29a   >> A-ri-wo   omuunu ayo 

3S-COP-LOC 1.person 16.DEM2 
29b   --- k-e-emb-a    

PRES-3S-sing-FV 

So, those then said that, “Aa, what is it, that thing that is singing in the water there?” There is a person there, 
singing! 

Argument focus can also be expressed through the use of a cleft construction. In example (60) the 
cleft construction functions to identify the mother as the one who puts the boy in the trap. In this case, 
the first clause of the construction is a relative clause, expressing the known information. The second 
clause then uses a copula to identify the mother, which is the unknown information and thus the focused 
argument. 

(60) H6.54 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
54a Rijibhu  --- k-a-aik-a   ati [54b–54c] 

5.answer PRES-3S-say-FV that 
54b   [Unu a-a-n-dukiiye akadundubhwi   

1.DEM1 3S-P3-1S-prepare:APP:P3 12.thing-a-ma-bob 
54c   --- ni maayi  yaani muka raata] 

COP mother meaning 1.wife father 

In answer he said that, “(The one) who prepared for me the thing-a-ma-bob is mother, meaning father’s wife.” 

6.6 Summary 

Presentational articulation is accomplished by postposing the subject. This occurs most often in the 
orientation section of a text. However, when a major character is introduced later on in the text, then 
presentational articulation can be used again. 

When there is a switch topic, it is common to use a noun phrase, often coupled with a 
demonstrative.3 The exception to this is when the subject prefixes on the verb clearly show who or what 
the topic is, in which case subject prefixes on the verb may be the only indicator that the topic has 
changed. 

When the topic is the same from clause to clause, then the default representation of that topic is 
through a subject prefix alone. If there is an episode break but the topic remains the same, then a noun 
phrase can be used to reiterate that topic. 

Identificational articulation can be accomplished either by postposing the subject or through a cleft 
construction. 

                                                   
3 See section 4 on participant reference for the uses of the various degrees of demonstratives. 
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7 Adverbial clauses and relative clauses 

This section examines adverbial clauses and relative clauses in Kwaya. 

7.1 Adverbial clauses 

Adverbial clauses are dependent clauses that occur either at the beginning or at the end of a sentence. 
Adverbial clauses are outside of the main clause, so I do not include dependent clauses that function as 
the complement to the main verb. 

Samples of adverbial clauses that occur before the main clauses in a few of the texts are listed in 
(61) through (66). 

(61) Infinitive verbs 

Okwigura-wo...  ‘Opening there…’  (H2.34a) 
Okuja okuringira…  ‘Coming to see…’ (H3.24a) 
Baasi okuja okukabhirimya…  ‘So, coming to chase him…’  (H3.36a) 

(62) (bh)eejire + P1 compound tense 

:Bheejire bheemuka…  ‘When they had left…’  (H3.7a) 
Waamutuuju :eejire aarora bharya…  ‘When the hare had seen them…’  (H3.11a) 
:Eejire aanyoora…  ‘When he had found…’  (H3.25a) 
Woori :eejire eekara…  ‘Now, when he had stayed…’  (H3.4a) 

(63) raabhe ‘if’ 

Raabhe naamara bhaakakusibha na 
omutwe...  

‘If I have finished and they bury you to the 
head…’  

(H6.8a–
H6.8b) 

Amanji gayo raabhe mwamara...  ‘This water if you all finish it…’ (H8.7g and similarly in 
H8.19a) 

Raabhe mutari na gimaro gyani...  ‘If you all don’t have my knives…’  (H8.24a) 
Raabhe waamara okurya...  ‘If you finish eating…’  (H8.31a) 
Raabhe riri esungu... ‘If there is anger…’ (S3.21a) 
Raabhe naafutata...  ‘If I am passing…’  (S4.29a) 

(64) bhunu ‘while’ 

Woori bhunu :aariga acheeganiirisha...  ‘Now while he was still thinking…’ (H2.23a) 

(65) baada ya ‘after’ 

Baada ya okutarana obhusaani... ‘After developing a friendship…’ (H3.2a) 

(66) kwa kutyo ‘because’ 

Kwa kutyo waaga uumbire…  ‘Because you had created me…’ (S4.25a) 
 

As can be seen from these examples, dependent clauses occurring at the beginning of a sentence almost 
always act as temporal points of departure. Additional examples and discussion of these types of clauses 
can be found in section 2.3. The examples in (63) and (66) are the only exceptions to this pattern. 
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Samples of the adverbial clauses that occur after the main clauses, taken from various texts in the 
data corpus, are listed in (67) through (69). 

(67) mpaka ‘until’ 

…mpaka ^naamara mw-ipipa. ‘…until he finished what was in the barrel.’  (H2.32p) 
…mpaka ^naakinga erya ku-mwaro kw-iti. ‘…until he arrived there, at the lake with the 

stick.’ 
(H6.49c) 

…mpaka naamukingya ku-murambo enu. ‘...until he caused him to arrive at the edge 
there.’ 

(H6.50h) 

…mpaka anu egiindi gaagagiri mu-musi 
muyo. 

‘…until there others (cows) were located there 
inside the city.’ 

(H7.22b) 

(68) ajiri ya ‘in order to’ 

…ajiri ya okutafuta ring’ana rya Mungu. ‘…in order to search after the Word of God.’ (S4.39d) 

(69) iri kusudi ‘so that’ 

…iri kusudi kibhe yeeyi na awe. ‘…so that we will be close to you.’  (S3.17b) 
 

Although I have not listed examples from all of the texts, adverbial clauses in other texts follow this 
same pattern. 

There are only a limited number of examples of dependent clauses that follow the main verb clause. 
Most of these include the word mpaka ‘until’, which is borrowed from Swahili. The examples in (67) 
indicate a temporal endpoint, while the examples in (68) and (69) indicate purpose. Therefore, there are 
different functions for adverbial clauses, depending on whether they occur before the main clause or 
after it. 

7.2 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses are dependent clauses that describe or identify a noun phrase. In general, Kwaya texts 
do not contain many relative clauses, and there are only a few examples in the text corpus. 

7.2.1 Relative clauses identifying participants 

There are only two examples in all the texts of relative clauses being used to identify a participant. As 
seen in line 6b in (70), the referential demonstrative is used as the relative pronoun. The use of 
demonstratives as relative pronouns is a feature of other nearby Bantu languages as well. 

(70) H1.6a–H1.6b 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
6a Kimwi abheebhusi bhaaye m-ba-tum-a omuunu okugenda okumubhwira waamuwaabho 

[6b][6b–7] 
So 2.parent 2.POSS.3S NARR-3P-send-FV 1.person INF-go INF-3S-tell relative.POSS.3S 

6b  [uyo --- a-ri  mu-bhyaro]  
1.DEM2 3S-COP LOC-country 

So, her parents sent a person to go and tell her relative who is living in that country… 

In the text H6 a relative clause is used to further clarify the question that is being asked: 
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(71) H6.28b–H6.28c 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
28b [Aa  --- ni ki   

Aa COP what 
28c  kiyo --- e-ki-imb-a  mu-manji ayo]  

7.DEM2 PRES-7-sing-FV LOC-water 16.DEM2 

‘Aa, what is this that is singing there in the water?’ 

7.2.2 Relative clauses identifying time and place 

The only other examples of relative clauses are those that refer to time and place. They are formed with 
locative demonstratives that function as relative pronouns. In both examples of relative clauses 
identifying places, the verb that occurs in the preceding clause is the same as the verb in the relative 
clause. It does not necessarily add additional information; rather it merely emphasizes the information 
already provided in the previous clause. 

(72) H7.4 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
4a   [--- Oku-nyw-esh-a   [4b] 

INF-drink-CAUS-FV 
4b  kunu --- bha-a-nyw-esh-a ging’ombe]   

17.DEM1 3P-P1-drink-CAUS-FV 9.cows 
4c [4a–b]  --- n-gi-sook-a  mw-itanga  

NARR-9-leave-FV LOC-puddle 

Giving them a drink, where they give the cows a drink, the cows left the puddle. 

The other occurrence of a relative clause identifying a place is in H3.21c. A temporal relative clause 
occurs in H1.16a; a class 16 locative demonstrative acts as a temporal relative clause marker. 

(73) H1.16a–H1.16b 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
16a  [Anu --- :bha-a-ri-ga 

:bha-a-rebhereeye 
okugobha]   

16.DEM1 3P-P3-COP-HAB 
3P-P3-come near:APP:P3 

INF-arrive 

16b [16a]  omuyara uyo ka-a-mu-sabh-a omugaya  ati [16c–16d] 
1.girl 1.DEM2 PRES-3S-3S-ask-FV 1.servant that 

‘When they were getting closer to arriving, the girl asked the servant (saying)…’ 

8 Reported speech 

This section examines reported speech in Kwaya, including how direct and indirect speech are used, how 
reported speech is introduced and the use of vocatives. 
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8.1 Functions of direct and indirect speech: foreground and background 

In Kwaya direct speech is the default manner of reporting speech. In general, direct speech is used in the 
foreground, and the one instance of indirect speech is in the background (H1.6c–H1.7). 

8.2 Speech introducers in direct speech 

Unlike some other Bantu languages, Kwaya does not always use quote markers, which are invariable 
particles that occur immediately before direct (and sometimes indirect) speech. Instead, speech verbs are 
used and sometimes the quote marker ati. At other times an initial verb phrase is used, while at other 
times there is no introducer at all. 

In table 10 the speech introducers for the text H1 are listed, as well as some additional examples 
from other texts that illustrate the diversity of speech introducers in Kwaya. Examples include both 
monologue and dialogue, as there is no clear difference in the way these types of speech are expressed. 
Each row contains a complete speech introducer as it appears in the text. The columns help to illustrate 
whether there is an initial verb phrase or a speech verb that acts as an introducer. The speaker in each 
case is explicitly stated in the ‘Speaker’ column, and the final column shows if the quote marker is used. 
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Table 10. Speech introducers 

Line Initial verb phrase Speaker Speech verb Quote 
marker 

H1.5a  omuyara uyo 
‘that girl’ 

^naaika ^naabhwira 
‘then she said, then she told’ 
(NARR) 

--- 

H1.9a  [the parents] mbamubhwira 
‘then they told him’ (NARR) 

--- 

H1.12b  omugaya uyo 
‘that servant’ 

^naasabha 
‘then she begged’ (NARR) 

--- 

H1.16b  omugaya uyo 
‘that servant’ 

kaamusabha 
‘she is begging her’ (PRES) 

--- 

H1.26b  [the brother] ^naamubhuusha 
‘then he asked her’ (NARR) 

ati 

H1.27a  [the sister] ^naaika 
‘then she said’ (NARR) 

--- 

H2.18  omumura uyo 
‘that boy’ 

^naamba okwiganiirisha 
‘the he started to think about’ 
(NARR, INF) 

--- 

H2.38a ^naajomerwa 
 ‘then he was happy’ (NARR) 

[the old man]  ati 

H3.19a omurume ^neemuka 
‘the man then got up’ (NARR) 

[the crocodile]  --- 

H4.23a Injiramaguta niimenya 
‘Injiramaguta, then it knew’ 
(NARR) 

[Injiramaguta]  ati 

H7.10a Bheeire era 
‘They simply finished’ (P3) 

[the boys]  --- 

H7.15a  abha iika 
‘those of the 
house’ 

 --- 

H7.23a abha mu-musi murya mbarora  
‘those of that city, then they 
saw’ (NARR) 

[those of that 
city] 

 ati 

H7.25a mbagundura 
‘then they discovered’ (NARR) 

[those of that 
city] 

 --- 

S3.12a naambirimya 
‘then he tossed me out’ (NARR) 

[the father]  ati 

 

As seen in table 10, there are many different ways to introduce speech in Kwaya monologues. If there is 
an initial verb phrase, then no speech verb will follow, and vice versa. The speech marker ati can follow 
a speech verb, or it can follow the initial verb phrase, but it is not required in either case. The narrative 
is the default tense prior to a speech clause, but the present tense and the remote past also occur. 

Some of the variation is due to differences between one narrative and the next. H1 uses a speech 
verb every single time but uses the speech marker only once. Other texts use the speech marker before 
all speech clauses. One rare example is from H7.15a, in which a noun phrase is the only introducer of 
the forthcoming speech. 
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In a dialogue the speech introducers are similar to those of a monologue. The next example, taken 
from H2, shows that speech introducers can be used between the speech clauses of the various 
participants (clauses 28a, 29a and 30a). Also, in the first speech clause of each of the participants, a 
descriptive NP is used to identify the speaker (clauses 28a and 29a). However, when it is the frog’s turn 
to speak again, there is no descriptive NP (clause 30a). There are not many speeches in the text corpus 
that include a dialogue exchange even this long to verify this pattern, but at least in this case, once the 
two speakers are established, descriptive NPs are no longer necessary to differentiate the speakers. The 
assumption is that if there is a new speech introducer, then it is the other participant who is speaking. 

(74) H2.28a–H2.30a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
28a Woori  Waarukerwe ^n-aa-mu-bhwir-a   ati [28b–28c] 

now frog NARR-3S-3S-tell-FV that 
28b [Aa aa ayo ayo --- sig-a  era  

aa aa 16.DEM2 16.DEM2 stop-FV just 
28c   anye n-daa-ku-sakire musaaani 

waani] 
  

1S.INDPN 1S-FUT1-2S-help 1.friend 
1.POSS.1S 

29a   Omumura uyo ^n-aa-mu-bhwir-a   ati [29b–29c] 
1.boy 1.DEM2 NARR-3S-3S-tell-FV that 

29b [Anye  --- n-tuury-a << mu-rwijuuye 
1S.INDPN 1S-save-FV LOC-11.P3.fill 

29c   anye n-di-ku-turry-a  mu-rwa omuganda] 
1S.INDPN 1S-FUT3-2S-save-FV LOC-11.ASSOC 3.empty 

30a   --- ^N-a-aik-a   ati [30b] 
NARR-3S-say-FV that 

Now, the frog told him that, “Aa aa, just stop right there, I will help you my friend.” That boy told him that, 
“Me, save me in what is full, and I will save you in what is empty.” Then he said that… 

Speech verbs between the participants’ speeches are not necessary. There are a few different ways to 
switch between speakers. In example (75) there is no speech verb introducing the second participant’s 
speech; only the speech marker ati is used. 

(75) H4.12b and H4.13a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
12b   --- ^n-a-aik-a   ati [12c–12e] 

NARR-3S-say-FV that 
13a   --- ---   Ati [13b–13c] 

that 

…he said that,” ___”. That, “___”. 

Other dialogues do not overtly indicate any change in the speaker. Rather, the switch between the 
speakers is understood by the context of the speech clauses. This is illustrated in the dialogue in example 
(76), which continues for three more speaker changes before it is ultimately concluded. I have included 
only the first four exchanges in the example. The hare’s speech is in purple, while the crocodile’s is in 
brown. 
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(76) H3.11c–H3.14 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
11c   --- ^n-a-aik-a   ati [11e–17] 

NARR-3S-say-FV that 
11d   [anye e-ne-end-a >> woori okugenda] 

1S.INDPN PRES-1S-want-FV now INF.go 
12a   --- [O-w-end-a okugenda]   

PRES-2S-want-FV INF.go 
13 [Ee]  --- ---    

Yes 
14 [Aa  --- ni bhwa kisi]   

Aa COP 11.ASSOC 7.good 

…then he said that, “I want to go now.” “You want to go?” “Yes” “Aa, it is good.” 

The text S2 has an example of the speech introducer ati between speakers, coupled with an independent 
pronoun, but not a speech verb. This occurs a few times in this narrative. 

(77) S2.23a 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
23a   Anye ---   ati [22b–23b] 

1S.INDPN that 

Me, that, “___”. 

8.3 Vocatives 

In general, when vocatives are used in Kwaya, it is the participant’s name, title or a pronoun, and they 
occur in direct speech clauses. The vocative is often clause-initial, but it doesn’t have to be, as the next 
example illustrates. 

(78) H3.21e 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
21e   --- Chi-gend-e  >> musaani waani bhwangubhwangu 

2P-go-SUBJ 1.friend 1.POSS.1S quickly 

…lets go, my friend, quickly. 

The most common vocative found in the texts is raata ‘my father’, which is used as a vocative in H2.11b, 
H4.5, H7.30c, H7.40b and S3.7b. It can be used for the participant’s actual father, or for any older male 
participant. 

9 Emphasis 

Emphasis (also called ‘emphatic prominence’) occurs when a narrator draws attention to part of a text, 
either within the narration or within direct speech (in which case, the speaker is presented as the one 
who wishes to draw attention to a particular item). 
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9.1 Lexical expressions of emphasis 

In Swahili kumbe is used to show surprise, or to highlight a counter-expectation. Kumbe has been 
borrowed into Kwaya and is used a number of times in various texts in the data corpus to emphasize a 
counter-expectation or a discovery, as in example (79). 

(79) H7.52–H7.53 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
52   Omwana unu a-a-mar-a myaka ibhara  

1.child 1.DEM1 3S-P1-finish-FV years 9.outside 
53 Kumbe  --- a-a-ri-ga ^n-aa-ruubhir-ir-a ging’ombe   

Kumbe 3S-P3-COP-HAB NARR-3S-follow-APP-FV 10.cow 

This child has finished years outside (of this region). Kumbe, he was following after the cows. 

Another form of emphasis is the interjection aa. The texts H2 and H3 include this interjection in 
some speech clauses that precede a realization on the participant’s part, as in H2.22b and H2.38b. The 
other context in which this interjection occurs is preceding a command from the speaker, as in H2.28b 
and in example (80). 

(80) S3.31d 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
31d [Aa  --- mu-mu-sig-e    

aa 2P-3S-leave-SUBJ 

”Aa, leave him!” 

The emphatic copular pronoun can also be used to show emphasis. This construction, as the name 
implies, combines an emphatic copula with a personal pronoun, and it can be translated as ‘he is indeed’ 
or ‘indeed he’. This pronoun occurs mostly either in a peak episode, a pre-peak episode or in the 
denouement. Some narratives have this form throughout the text, while others only include it in the 
peak. H2, H6 and H8 do not include an emphatic copular pronoun at all. An emphatic copular pronoun 
can be seen in the verb column in example (81). 

(81) H1.31b 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
31b   [--- ni=we omusubhaati]   

COP=3S 1.sister 

…indeed she is (my) sister! 

9.2 Repetition 

Repetition is used in some of the Kwaya texts to indicate that an action is done over a period of time, or 
to emphasize that it took a long time to complete the action. The texts H2 and H8 have the most marked 
use of repetition. 

In H2.31–H2.32 nearly the entirety of the first peak episode consists of the frog drinking the water 
from the barrel. I have included the first seven repetitions in example (82), but this verb is repeated an 
additional eight times in succession before the story continues. The implication is that there was a lot of 
water for the frog to drink, and it took him a really long time to complete the task. 
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(82) H2.31–H2.32 

 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 
31 Woori  Waarukerwe ^n-aa-nyw-a amanji gayo   

Now frog NARR-3S-drink-FV 6.water 6.DEM2 
32a   --- ^N-aa-nyw-a    

NARR-3S-drink-FV 
32b   --- ^n-aa-nyw-a    

NARR-3S-drink-FV 
32c   --- ^n-aa-nyw-a    

NARR-3S-drink-FV 
32d   --- ^n-aa-nyw-a    

NARR-3S-drink-FV 
32e   --- ^n-aa-nyw-a    

NARR-3S-drink-FV 
32f   --- ^n-aa-nyw-a    

NARR-3S-drink-FV 
32g   --- ^n-aa-nyw-a    

NARR-3S-drink-FV 

Now, the frog drank that water. He drank and drank and drank and drank and drank and drank and drank… 

In the episodic fictional narrative H8, each time the hare encounters new participants, repetition is used 
as they each use the product that the hare brought to them. However, in H8 there are no repetitions as 
long as those in H2 of the example above. In H8 the verb is repeated between four and five times only. 
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Appendix A: H1—The Girl and the Servant 

 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 
1a   Postposed :Aariga ari-wo    omukaruka  

umwi na muka
aye  

There.was located-LOC old.man one 
and his.wife 

1b   --- mbeebhura  mwana wa kimura    
they.bore child ASSOC male 

2a   Omwana uyo  ^naakura     
Child that  grew.up 

2b   --- ^neemuka     
he.got.up 

2c   --- ^naaja   mu-
bhyaro bhya  
kura eyo  

 

he.entered  LOC-country 
ASSOC distant 
there  

3a Kimwi   --- mbasubha-yo     
So they.returned-LOC 

3b   --- mbeebhura  omwana owa ekiyara    
they.bore child ASSOC female  

4a   Omwana uyo owa  
ekiyara  

^naakura ari   ewaabho ayo   

Child that ASSOC 
female 

grew.up there at.theirs there 

4b   --- ^noongwaga    ati [4c]  
she.was.hearing that 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 
4c   [Postposed ari-yo    waamuwaabho 

owa ekimura]  
he.is.located-LOC her.relative 

ASSOC male 
4d   --- ari   mu-bhyaro eyo   

being.located LOC-country 
there 

5a Woori  orusuku  
orumwi  

omuyara uyo  ^naaika ^naabhwira  abheebhusi bhaaye   [5b]  

Now day one 
(one day) 

girl that she.said she.told parents hers 

5b   [--- Enenda  okuja okumurora waamuwaasu]   
I.want to.go to.see.him 

6a Kimwi   abheebhusi bhaaye  mbatuma  omuunu okugenda  
okumubhwira waamuwaabho  

[6b]  [6b–7]  

So parents hers they.sent a.person to.go to.tell.him 
her.relative 

6b  [uyo  --- ari   mu-bhyaro]   
who is.located LOC-county 

6c   omusubhaati waaye  kaaja  okumukeesha    
sister your she.is.coming to.say.hello.to.him 

7  Na  omusubhaati waaye  
uyo 

kaaja afwaye  omwenda omurebhe]    

and sister his that she.is.coming wearing clothes specific 
8a Kimwi   orusuku ruyo  :rwagobhere    

So day that when.it.arrived 
8b   abheebhusi bhaaye  mbagega  ebhiinu ebhya okurya    

parents hers they.took things ASSOC to.eat 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 
8c   --- mbamuyaana     

then.they.gave.them. 
to.her 

9a Kimwi   --- mbamubhwira    [9b–10b]  
So they.told.her 

9b   [Postposed Utakugenda    awe omwene  
you.are.not.going you yourself 

10a   --- Nuugege  omugaya    
Take a.servant 

10b omukosi wa  
emirimu unu  

 --- ugende go  Preposed nawe]  

worker ASSOC 
work that 

with.her 

11a Kimwi   --- mbeemuka     
So they.got.up 

11b   --- mbaribhata     
they.walked 

11c   --- mbaribhata     
they.walked 

11d   --- mbaribhata     
they.walked 

12a  [Anu  --- :bhaakingire   mu-njira]   
There  when.they.arrived LOC-path 

12b [12a]   omugaya uyo  ^naasabha  omuyara uyo  emyenda  [13a–13b]  
servant that she.asked girl that clothes 

13a   [--- Naanako  omwenda gwawo gunu    
I.request clothes your these 

13b   --- niirenge]     
I.should.try.them.on 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 
14a   Omuyara uyo  ^naamuyaana   omwenda guyo   

Girl that gave.to.her clothes those 
14b   --- ^neerenga     

she.then.tried.them.on 
15a   --- Mbaribhata     

Then.they.walked 
15b   --- mbaribhata  okukinga    

they.walked to.arrive 
16a  [Anu  --- :bhaariga  

:bhaarebhereeye  
okugobha]   

There  they.were 
they.were.getting. 
close 

to.arrive 

16b [16a]  omuyara uyo  kaamusabha  omugaya   ati [16c–16d]  
girl that she.asked.her the.servant that 

16c   [--- Naana   emyenda gyani   
Give.me clothes mine 

16d   --- nifware]     
I.should.wear.them 

17   Omugaya  ^naaremera     
The.servant she.refused 

18a   [--- :Eejire okuremera  
bhachaari]  

   

When.she.was refusing 
still 

18b  [18a]  waamuwaabho urya  ̂ naabharora     
her.relative that.one he.saw.them 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 
19a   [--- Okubharora]     

Seeing.them 
19b [19a]   --- ^naatuma  abhaanu    

he.sent people 
19c   --- mbaaja     

they.came 
19d   --- mbamuramira     

they.received.her 
19e   --- mbabhagega     

they.took.them 
20a Omuyara urya  --- mbamusira  Preposed   

Girl that they.took.her 
20b   --- mbamusiga   anja ayo   

they.left.her outside there 
21a   --- ^Naasigara     

She.remained 
21b   --- ^naakora  emirimu emisito    

she.did work heavy 
21c   --- mbamuyaanaga  mirimu emisito    

they.were.giving.her work heavy 
22a   unu omugaya owa  

omwenda gwa ekisi  
^naasigara     

that servant ASSOC 
clothes assoc nice 

she.remained 

22b   --- ^naarya  ebhiinu  iika   
she.ate things in.the.house 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

23a Rusuku rumwi
omuyara uyo  

 --- :bhaamuyaaye  Preposed emirimu   

day one girl 
that 

they.gave.her work 

23b   --- ^neembaga:    [23c–23d]  
she.was.singing 

23c [Saau saagusa   omugaya  arabheeye  mwibhure    
the.servant has.already.become the.native 

23d saagusa   omwibhure  arabheeye  mugaya   saagusa]  
the.native has.already.become the.servant 

24   --- ^Naagendereraga  okwimba  kutyo   
She.was.continuing to.sing in.this.manner 

25a  Orusuku  
orumwi  

--- :aariga ^naasha  obhuro    

Day one she.was grinding sorghum 
25b   waamuwaabho  ^naasooka   eyo   

her.relative he.left there 
25c   --- ^noongwa  ^neemba    

he.heard her.singing 
26a   --- ^Naafugera     

He.approached 
26b   --- ^naamubhuusha    ati [26c]  

he.asked.her that 
26c [Kana   --- owimba   ki]   

In.this.manner you.are.singing what/why 
27a   --- ^Naaika    [27b–30]  

She.said 
27b   [--- :Neejire     

When.I.came 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 
27c [27b]   --- nchiija   na omugaya   

we.came with a.servant 
28a   Omugaya  ^naaramirwa     

The.servant she.was.taken 
28b   --- :aariga afwaye  omwenda gwani    

she.was wearing clothes mine 
29a Kimwi   --- mbagega  omugaya    

So they.took the.servant 
29b naanye   --- mbansiga  Preposed   

surely.me they.left  
30   Naanye  :nibheeye  omwibhure]    

Surely.me I.was the.native 
31a Kimwi  niwe  --- ^naamenya    ati [31b]  

So surely.then he.knew that 
31b   [--- niwe  omusubhaati]    

surely.she.is the:sister 
32a Kimwi   --- ^naagega  omusubhaati waaye    

So he:took sister his 
32b   --- ^naamusira   mu-nyumba   

he:took:her  LOC-house 
32c   --- mbamufwafya  emyenda gya ekisi    

they:dressed:her:in clothes ASSOC nice 
33a   --- ^Naagega  omugaya    

He.took the.servant 
33b   --- ^naamuyeebha     

he.tossed.her.out 
33c   --- ^naasooka-wo     

she.left-LOC 
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Free translation 
There was was an old man and his wife, they had a son. That child grew up and left, going to a far away country. 

So, they returned there and had a daughter.That daughter grew up at their home hearing that her male relative was there; there in that 
country. 

Now, one day that girl said, telling her parents, “I want to go to see my relative.” So, her parents sent a person to go to tell her relative, who 
was in that country, “Your sister is coming to say hello. And your sister is coming wearing certain clothes.” 

So when that day arrived, her parents took some food and gave it to her. So, they told her, “You are not going you by yourself. Take this 
servant, that worker you will go with her.” So, they got up and walked and walked and walked. 

When they arrived there along the path, that servant asked that girl for clothes. “I am requesting your clothes, I should try them on.” That 
girl gave her those clothes and she tried them on. Then they walked and walked in order to arrive. 

There they were getting close to arriving, the girl asked the servant, “Give me my clothes so I can wear them.” The servant refused. 
When she was still refusing, that relative saw them. Upon seeing them he sent people, they came, and received her, and took them. That girl, 

they took her and left her outside there. She stayed there and was doing hard labor, they were giving her hard labor. That servant with the nice 
clothes remained and ate things in the house. 

One day that girl, they gave her work and she was singing: 
  Saau Saagusa 
  The servant has already become the native 
  Saagusa 
  The native has already become the servant 
  Saagusa. 
She carried on singing in this manner. 

One day, she was grinding sorghum and her relative left there hearing her singing. He approached, asking her, “How are you singing this?” 
She said, “When I arrived we arrived with a servant. The servant was taken, she was wearing my clothes. So, they took the servant and indeed it 
was me they left. Indeed it was me that was the native.” So at that time he knew that she was surely his sister. 

So, he took his sister and took her inside the house and they dressed her in nice clothes. He then took the servant and threw her out, she left 
from that place. 
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Appendix B: H2—The Suitor and the Frog 

  Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

1a Eyo   Postposed :aariga ari-yo    mukaruka umwi 
There  he.was located-LOC old.man one 

1b   --- ana  omuyara waaye  
mujomu muno  

  

he.has girl his beautiful very 
2   Abhaanu  mbeenda  okumutwara omuyara  

uyo 
  

People they.wanted to.marry girl that 
3a Woori   abhatwasi bhayo  mbagenda  owa omukaruka uyo    

Now suitors those they.went to old.man that 
3b   --- mbeenda    [3c] 

they.wanted 
3c   [--- bhagabhure omwana waaye]   

they.should.marry child his 
4a   Omukaruka  kaabhabhwira    ati [4b–4c]  

Old.man he.tells.them that 
4b [Amang'ana ganu   --- eniija  Preposed 

okubhabhwira 
  

things these I.am.coming to.tell.you 
4c   --- omuuja  okugatura]    

you.all.are.coming to.do.them 
5a   Abhaanu bhayo  abhaaika    ati [5b]  

People those they.are.saying that 
5b [Aa   anye  enigatura   era]   

Aa me I.am.able simply 
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  Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

6a Mmbe owa  
okwamba  

 --- mbamuyaana  Preposed omutiyaani   

So, ASSOC the.first they.gave.him the.test 
6b   --- ^naatamwa     

he.was.defeated 
7   Postposed ^Naaja    owa kabhiri  

He.came ASSOC the.second 
8a Woone   --- mbamuyaana  Preposed omutiyaani   

And.him they.gave.him the.test 
8b   --- ^naatamwa     

he.was.defeated 
9a Woori   Postposed :aariga ari-wo    oumwi  

Now he.was located-LOC one.person 
9b   --- ^naaja     

he.came 
10a   --- Mbamubhwira    ati [10b–10c]  

They.told.him that 
10b [Woori omutiyaani

 gunu  
 --- chikakuyaana   Preposed  

Now, test yours if.we.give.it.to.you 
10c [10b]   --- ougutura]     

you.are.able 
11a   --- Kaaika    ati [11b]  

He.is.saying that 
11b [Raata anye  omutiyaani guyo

  
Preposed enigutura  Preposed]    

My.father I test my  I.am.able 
12a   --- ^Naaika    ati [12b]  

He.is.saying that 
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  Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

12b [Anye   omutiyaani gwani  ni  mutooto  era]   
I test my is small simply 

13a Mmbe  anu  Postposed :yaaikire    keegoro mu-
ngeta  

So there  when.it.arrived evening LOC-
night 

13b   --- mbamubhwira    ati [13c]  
they.told.him that 

13c  [Omutiyaani  
gwawo gunu  

--- owingira   mu-nyumba]   

test yours this you.enter LOC-the.house 
14a   --- Mbamwingisha   mu-nyumba   

They.put.him.in LOC-the.house 
14b   --- mbaaika    ati [14c]  

they.said that 
14c   [inyumba iyo  :yaariga iri-mo  ripipa rijuuye amanji]    

house that it.is located-LOC barrel filled water 
15a   --- ^Neekara     

He.sat 
15b   --- mbamubhwira    ati [15c–16c]  

they.told.him that 
15c  [Mutondo  --- echeenda    [15d] 

Tomorrow we.want 
15d   [amanji ganu gabhe gatari  mw-ipipa munu]  

water this should not.located loc-the.barrel 
inside 

16a Yaani   --- gasige  kwitika ansi    
Meaning you.should.leave. 

water 
to.dump.it below 
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  Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

16b  na  --- kinyoore    [16c] 
and we.should.find 

16c   [--- gatari-mo]     
it.isn’t.located-LOC 

17   --- Mbeegara-wo  omuryango    
They.closed-LOC the.door 

18 Mmbe woori   omumura uyo  ^naamba  okwiganiirisha   [19a–21]  
So, now  boy that he.started to.think 

19a [Ka woori amanji 
ganu  

 --- enigakora  Preposed kutiki   

This.way now 
water this 

I.can.do.it how 

19b   --- ngasooshe   munu   
I.should.remove from.inside 

20a  Na  anye  eneenda  omugasi unu    
And I I.want woman that 

20b na omugasi unu   --- nimwendere  Preposed muno   
and woman that I.have.loved.her very.much 

20c   --- nikore   kutiki   
I.should.do.it in.what.way 

21  Na  abheejaasu bhaafu  bhaatamirwe]     
And friends my they.have.been. 

defeated 
22a Mmbe woori   omumura uyo  ^naarora    ati [22b]  

So, now boy that he.saw that 
22b [Aa   amang'ana ganu  gaakomeera   saana]   

Aa things these they.have.become. 
hard 

very 
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  Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

23a [Woori  bhunu  --- :aariga  
acheeganiirisha]  

   

Now while he.was.still.thinking 
23b [23a] mmbe   Postposed ^naaja    Waarukerwe  

so he.entered Frog 
24a   Omumura uyo  kaamubhwira    ati [24b–27d]  

Boy that he.is.saying that 
24b [Waarukerwe   --- naanyoora  Postposed anu  amang'ana  

amakomeeye  
Frog I.have.received here things difficult 

25a  Anye  --- neendere  Postposed saana  omugasi unu  
I I.have.loved very.much woman.this 

25b lakiini  echa okukora  anye  naatamwa     
but assoc to.do I I.am.defeated 

26a Woori   --- nkore   kutiki   
Now I.should.do what 

26b amanji ganu   --- eneenda  Preposed gasooke  mw-ipipa munu   
water this I.want it.should.leave LOC-inside.barrel 

this 
26c   --- gawe-mo     

it.should.quit.being-
LOC 

27a  Na  --- ntakugatura     
And I.can.not.do.it 

27b   --- ntakuganywa     
I.can.not.drink.it 

27c   --- ntakugatura     
I.can.not.do.it 
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  Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

27d na kugeetira   --- bhatakwenda  Preposed]    
and to.dump.it they.do.not.want 

28a Woori   Waarukerwe  ^naamubhwira    ati [28b–28c]  
Now Frog he.told.him that 

28b [Aa aa  ayo ayo  --- siga   era   
Aa aa there there stop simply 

28c   anye  ndaakusakire  musaani waani]    
I I.will.help.you friend my 

29a   Omumura uyo  ^naamubhwira    ati [29b–29c]  
Boy that he.told.him that 

29b [Anye   --- ntuurya  Preposed mu-rwijuuye   
I save.me LOC-in.what.is.full 

29c   anye  ndikutuurya   murwa omuganda]   
I I.will.help.you in.what is.empty 

30a   --- ^Naaika    ati [30b]  
He.said that 

30b [Sawa   --- ---]     
Ok 

31 Woori   Waarukerwe  ^naanywa  amanji gayo    
Now Frog he.drank water that 

32a   --- ^Naanywa     
He.drank 

32b   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank  

32c   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 

32d   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 
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  Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

32e   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 

32f   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 

32g   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 

32h   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 

32i   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 

32j   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 

32k   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 

32l   --- ^naanywa  amanji gayo    
and.he.drank water that 

32m   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 

32n   --- ^naanywa     
and.he.drank 

32o   --- ^naanywa    [32p]  
and.he.drank 

32p [mpaka   --- ^naamara   mw-ipipa]   
until  he.finished LOC-in.the.barrel 

33a  [Katondo  omukaruka urya anu :aaramukire   Preposed]   
In.the.morning old.man that there when.he.woke.up 

33b [33a]   --- ^neegura  omuryango    
he.opened the.door 
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  Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

34a   [--- Okwigura-wo]     
Opening.it-LOC 

34b [34a]   --- kaanyoora  amanji garya omumura  
urya  

  

he.discovered water that boy that 
35   Waarukerwe  anyweye  amanji    

Frog had.drunk the.water 
36a   Waarukerwe oone  aasookere-mo     

Frog also.he he.had.already.left-
LOC 

36b   --- aamarire-mo     
he.had.already. 
finished-LOC 

36c   --- aasookere-mo     
he.had.already.left-
LOC 

37   Omukaruka urya  ^naaruguura   saana   
old.man that  he.was.surprised very.much 

38a   --- ^Naajomerwa    ati [38b]  
He.was.happy that 

38b [Aa omwana unu   --- waatura]     
Aa child.this you.have.been.able 

39a   --- ^Naaika    ati [39b]  
He.said that 

39b [Yee   --- ---]     
Yes 
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  Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 
 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

40a Mmbe mmbe   omukaruka urya  ^naajomerwa     
So so old.man that he.was.happy 

40b   --- ^naayaana  omumura urya  omugasi   
he.gave.to.him boy that woman 

41   Omumura uyo  ^naaiga  omutiyaani gwa  
omukaruka urya  

  

Boy that he.passed test ASSOC old.man that 
42   --- ^Naamuwaana   omugasi   

he.gave.to.him woman 
43   Amang'ana  ngaweera   ayo   

This they.have.finished here 
 

Free translation 
There is an old man, he had his very pretty daughter. People wanted to marry that girl. Now, those suitors they went to that old man’s place, 
they wanted to marry his child. The old man tells them that, “These things, I am telling you, you must do them.” Those people they say that, “Aa, 
I can do them easily.” 

So, the first, they gave him the test, he was defeated. He came, the second. And him they gave him the test, he was defeated. 
Now, there was one person, he came. They told him that, “Now, this test, if we give it to you, you will be able?” He says that, “My father, 

me, this test I am able.” He says that, “Me, my test is simply easy.” 
So, there when it arrived evening time, they told him that, “This test of yours, you enter into the house.” They entered into the house, they 

said that, “This house it is located inside a barrel, it is full of water.” He sat, they told him that, “Tomorrow we want this water to not be inside 
the barrel. In other words don’t spill it out and we should find that the water is not inside.” They closed there the door. 

So, now that boy he started to think. “How now this water how do I do this that I should remove it from inside? And I want that woman, 
and that woman I have loved her very much, how do I do this? And my colleagues have already been defeated.” 

So, now that boy saw that, “Aa these things have become very difficult.” Now, while he was still thinking then came a frog. That boy he told 
him that, “Frog, I have received here difficult things. I have loved very much that woman, but how to go about this, I am defeated. Now, how 
should I do this water, I want that it should be removed from inside the barrel, it shouldn’t be inside. And I can not, I can’t drink it, I can’t do it, 
and to empty it out, they don’t want that.” 

Now, Frog he told him that, “Aa aa, there there, just stop, I will help you my friend.” That boy he told him that, “Me, save me in what is 
full, and I will save you in what is empty.” He said that, “OK.” 

Now, Frog he drank that water. He drank and drank and drank and drank and drank and drank and drank and drank and drank and drank 
and drank and drank that water, he drank and drank and drank until he finished all inside the barrel. 
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In the morning that old man there he woke up, he opened the door. Upon opening the door there he discovered Frog had drunk the water. 
Frog, he had also already left, he had already finished everything inside, he had already left. 

That old man was very surprised. He was happy that, “Aa, that boy you were able!” He said that, “Yes.” 
So, that old man was happy and gave to that boy the woman. That boy he won the test of that old man. He gave to him the woman. 
These things finished there. 
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Appendix C: H7—Nyandege and the Cows 

 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 
1  Rusuku rumwi  abhaana  mbaja  okureebha    

Day one  children they.came to.herd 
2   --- Mbaurusha  ging'ombe gyabho    

They.took.out cows their 
3a   --- Mbareebha     

They.herded 
3b   --- mbaja  okunywesha    

they.came to.water.them 
4a   [--- Okunywesha    [4b] 

To.water.them 
4b  kunu  bhaanywesha ging’ombe]   

where they.had.watered the cows 
4c [4a–4b]   --- ngisooka   mw-itanga   

the.cows.left LOC-PUDDLE 
5a   --- Ngigorya     

The.cows.played 
5b  bhoone  --- mbeengira  okwoga    

and.the. 
children 

they.entered to.bathe 

6  Inyuma enu  ebhikokomwaro  mbigwa   mu-ng'ombe   
Behind there cattle.egrets they.fell.down LOC-amongst.the.cows 

7   Abhaana  mbasaama     
People they.were.swimming 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

8a   --- Bhaasaamaga     
They.were.swimming 

8b   --- bhaaringira     
they.were.watching 

8c   --- bhaarora  ging'ombe giri-wo    
they.saw the.cows they.are.there-

LOC 
8d   --- bhaaringira     

they.were.watching 
8e   ging'ombe  ngyamba  okuribhata    

cows they.started to.walk 
8f   ebhikokomwaro  mbisigara-wo     

cattle.egrets  they.remained.there-
LOC 

9a   --- Bhaaringira     
They.were.watching 

9b   --- bhaarora  ebhikokomwaro  bhiri-wo   
they.saw cattle.egrets  are.located.there-LOC 

10a   --- :Bheeire   era  [10b]  
When.they.finished simply 

10b   [--- Kigende   iika]   
Lets.go home 

11a   [--- Okugenda   iika]   
To.go home 

11b  [11a]  --- abhanyoora    [11c] 
they.realized 

11c   [ng'ombe  gitakyari-wo]   [12]  
cows were.not.there-LOC 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 
12 [Aa  

Ka ging'ombe  
 --- ---]     

Aa in.this.way 
cows 

13a Baasi   --- mbaruubha  ebhigere bhya ging'ombe   
So they followed footprints ASSOC 

the.cows 
13b   --- mbaruubha  ebhigere bhya ging'ombe   

they followed footprints ASSOC 
the.cows 

14  Iika enu  --- nkwirabhura     
At.home there darkness.was.coming 

15a   Abha iika  ---   [15b–7c]  
Those.of the.house 

15b  [Ka  abhaana  
bhanu reero  

bhatakwingisha   Preposed  

In.this.way children those 
today 

they.have.not.returned 

16  Reero  --- bhatakureeta  ging'ombe    
Today they.are.not.bringing the.cows 

17a Kumbe   abhaana  abharonda   eyo   
Oh my children they.are.seeking there 

17b   ging'ombe  gibhurire     
the.cows have.been.lost 

17c   --- ourora   na imbwa yeebhwe]   
you.see and dog their 
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

18a   --- Mbaruubha  ebhirenge    
They.followed footsteps 

18b   --- mbaruubha  ebhirenge    
they.followed footsteps 

18c   --- mbongwa  ingeeni niitukya    
then.they heard a.calf crying 

18d   --- ina  indege  mu-kimiro  [19a–19c]  
it.had bell LOC-around.the.neck 

19a [Ngongoro  
ngongoro  

 Nyandege  
Nyandege  

---   Kure ***  

ngongoro  
ngongoro  

Nyandege  
Nyandege  

19b   --- Giinge     
the.cows.should. 
return 

19c   --- giije   Kure *** Egya mu-
bhirangu *** Kure ***  
Egya mu-bhitakiina *** ]  

 
they.should.come 

20a   Ing'ombe  niisubha     
A.cow returned 

20b   --- niitukya     
it.cried 

21a   --- Mbasubha  okwimba:   [21c–21e]  
They.returned to.sing 

21c   [Nyandege  
Nyandege  

---   Kure ***  

Nyandege  
Nyandege  
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21d   --- Giinge     

the.cows.should. 
return 

21e   --- giije   Kure *** Egya mu-
bhirangu *** Kure ***  
Egya mu-bhirogojo *** ] 

 
they.should.come  

22a   --- Mbaruubha  ing'ombe iyo   [22b]  
They.followed cow that 

22b [mpaka  anu  egiindi  :gyariga giri   mu-musi muyo]   
until there others they.were 

located.there 
LOC-in.city in.there 

23a  Woori  abha mu-
musi murya  

mbarora   Preposed ati [23b]  
that 

Now those LOC-in.city 
that 

they.saw 

23b   [--- Kyabhona  abhareefi]    
We.have.received shepherds 

24   --- Mbasigaga  Postposed ayo  akabhwa  
keebhwe  

They.were.leaving  there small.dog 
their 

25a  Yeeyire era  --- mbagundura    [25b–27b]  
Later simply they.discovered 

25b [Oo   mbanunga  bharitoroka   na ging'ombe   
Ho those.people they.will.escape with cows 

26a Ka bhaanu   --- kitakumenya  Preposed   
In.this.way 
people 

we.don’t.know.them 

26b  anu  --- abhasooka     
here they.are.leaving 
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27a   --- Kiije     

We.should.come 
27b   --- kibheete]     

we.should.kill.them 
28   --- Mbatuura  omuti  kw-irango   

They.put medicine LOC-on.the.door 
29   Akabhwa  nkoongwa     

Little.dog he.heard 
30a   [--- :Eejire   era]   

When.he.came simply 
30b  [30a]  --- nkamubhwira:    [30c–33]  

he.told.him 
30c [Raata  

Nyaamuneen'ya  
 --- Nkamira   amata   

My.father 
Nyaamuneen’ya 

I.swallowed milk 

31   --- Nkubhwire    
I.tell.you 

32   --- Nkamira   amata   
I.swallowed milk 

33   --- Nkubhwire]    
I.tell.you 

34a   --- ^Naakama  amata    
He.wrung.out milk 

34b   --- ^naayaana  imbwa    
he.gave.it.to the.dog 

35a   --- Niimubhwira    [35b–36]  
It.told.him 
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35b   [--- Waasiga     

Do.not.enter 
35c   --- kutura   mw-irango   

to.cross LOC-in.the.door 
36   --- Bhategere-mo  omuti]    

They.have.set.here-LOC medicine 
37a   --- ^Naatura   ayandi  [37b–38]  

He.crossed another.place 
37b [Aa  ka  unu  aatura   kutiki   

Aa in.this.way that.one he.has.crossed in.what.way 
38   Omuti  gutaamugwata]     

Medicine did.not.stick.to.him 
39a  Omwejo  oone  ^naagenda    [39b]  

The.next.day he.also(again) he.went 
39b [Aa   --- kiije kimuteere   mu-bhiryo]   

Aa lets.come lets.put.it LOC-in.food 
40a   --- ^Naasubha   keegoro  [40b–43]  

He.returned in.the.evening 
40b [Raata  

Nyaamuneen'ya  
 --- Nkamira   amata   

My.father 
Nyaamuneen’ya 

  I.swallowed  milk  

41   --- Nkubhwire     
I.tell.you 

42   --- Nkamira   amata   
I.swallowed milk 

43   --- Nkubhwireko]     
please.let.me.tell.you 
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44a   --- ^Naakama     
He.wrung.out 

44b   --- ^naakayaana    [44c]  
he.gave.it 

44c   [--- Waasiga  kurya]    
Do.not.enter  to.eat 

44d   --- nkamubhwira    [44e–45]  
he.told.him 

44e   [--- Waasiga  kurya obhusima    
Do.not.enter to.eat ugali 

45   --- Nuunywe  mata era]    
You.should.drink milk only 

46a Niwe eyo  
niwe eyo  

rusuku rumwi  --- ^naaurusha   na ebhimoori:  [46b–48b]  

surely.then there 
surely.then there 

day one he.went.out with calf 

46b [Ka  reero  --- ouurusha   na ebhimoori   
In.this.way today you.are.going.out with calf 

47 Aa   --- enireebhera   ayeeyi anu era   
Aa I.am.herding close.to here simply 

48a   --- Eniija  okubhisubhya   [48b]  
I.am.coming to.return.them 

48b   [--- bhabhigwate]     
they.should.hold.them 

49   --- ^Naaturira-yo     
He.passed.there-LOC 

50   --- ^Naayeebha  ging'ombe  mpaka ewaabho   
He.chased.away cows until their.place 
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51a   [--- Okukinga   ewaabho]   

To.arrive at.their.place 
51b  [51a]  --- mbajomerwa     

they.were.happy 
52   Omwana unu  aamara  myaka  ibhara   

Child that he.had.finished years outside 
53 Kumbe   --- :aariga ^naaruubhirira  ging'ombe    

Oh.my he.was 
he.was.following.after 

cows 

54   Eswe  kirarabhiiwe     
We we.had.already. 

forgotten 
55   --- Mbamuyaana   na bhukuru   

They.gave.him with magnitude 
56   --- Mbamuyaana   na bhutungi bhwa kyaro  

They.gave.him with rule ASSOC a.country 
 

Free translation 
One day children went to herd. They took their cows out. They herded the cows, they went to water them. 

To water them where they had watered cows, the cows went out in a puddle. They played. And the boys they entered to bathe. Behind there 
cattle egrets fell down amongst the cows. The children swam. 

They were swimming, they were watching, they saw the cows were there, they were watching, the cows started to walk, the cattle egrets 
remained there. They were watching, they saw the cattle egrets located there. When they finished swimming, they simply (said), “Let’s go home.” 

To go home, they realized the cows were not there. “Aa, how did they do it, the cows?” So, they followed the footsteps of the cows, they 
followed the footsteps of the cows. At the house there darkness was coming. 

The house-folk, “Why haven’t the children today brought the cows in. Today they are not bringing the cows. Oh my, the children are 
following there cows have been lost.” 

They followed the footsteps, they followed the footsteps, they heard a calf crying, it has a bell around its neck. 
  Ngongoro ngongoro Nyandege Nyandege 
  Return, come back 
  Kure egya mu-bhirangu 
  Kure egya mu-bhitakiina 
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A cow returned, it cried. 
  Ngongoro ngongoro Nyandege Nyandege 
  Return, come back 
  Kure egya mu-bhirangu 
  Kure egya mu-bhitakiina 

They followed that cow until where others were located inside a town there. 
Now, those of that town they saw, “We have received shepherds.” They were leaving there their little dog. 
A little later they were realizing, “Oh, these people they will run off with the cows. Oh, people we don’t even know them, here they are 

leaving. We should come, we should kill them.” 
They put medicine on the door. The little dog heard, he told him, “My father Nyaamuneen’ya I fed him milk. I am telling you. I fed him 

milk. I am telling you.” 
He pressed out the milk, he gave it to the dog. It told him, “Don’t come in by passing through the door. They have trapped there medicine.” 
He passed through another entrance. “Aa, in what way has that person passed? The medicine didn’t stick to him.” 
The next day, again he went out. “Aa, let’s go and put some in his food.” He returned in the evening, “My father Nyaamuneen’ya I fed him 

milk. I am telling you. I feld him milk. I am telling you.” 
He pressed it out and gave it away. “Don’t come to eat.” The political puppet told him, “Don’t come in to eat ugali. Drink only milk.” 
There and even there one day, he took the cows out with a calf. “In this way today you are taking the cows out with the calf.” “Aa, I am 

herding very close by. I am going to return them, they should be held.” He passed there. He chased away the cows until their home. When they 
arrived at their home, the people there were happy. 

That child he finished years away. Indeed, he was following after the cows. 
We, we had already forgotten. They gave him magnitude. They gave him reign over a country.
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 Pre-nuclear Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 
1   Postposed :Aariga ari-wo    Waamutuuju  

There.was located-LOC Rabbit 
2a   Waamutuuju  ^naagenda    [2b–2d] 

Rabbit he.went 
2b   [Postposed yaariga iri-wo   iseemu 

there.was located-LOC place 
2c   Postposed gari-wo   amanji 

located-LOC water 
2d   --- geeteekere]    

nice 
3a  Woori  --- ^naagega  amanji garya    

Now he.took water that 
3b   --- ^naaribhata     

he.walked 
3c   --- ^naaribhata     

he.walked  
3d   --- ^naaribhata     

he.walked  
3e   --- ^naaribhata     

he.walked  
3f   --- ^naanyoora  abhayeesi    

he.met blacksmiths 
4a Abhayeesi bharya   --- kaabhabhwira  Preposed  ati [4b–4c]  

Blacksmiths those he.is.telling.them that 
4b   [--- Omuyeesa     

you(pl).are.forging.iron 
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4c   --- mutari   na manji]   

you(pl).do.not with water 
5a   --- ---   Ati [5b]  

That 
5b   [--- Kitari   nago]   

We.do.not have.that 
6a   --- ^Naabhabhwira    ati [6b–6c]  

He.told.them that 
6b   [Amanji  ngaga     

Water is.here 
6c   --- muteeshe  gimaro]    

forge.iron knives 
7a   --- Mbateesha     

They.forged 
7b   --- mbateesha     

they.forged 
7c   --- mbateesha     

they.forged 
7d   --- mbateesha     

they.forged 
7e   --- ^naamara     

they.finished 
7f   --- ^naabhabhwira    ati [7g–7h]  

he.told.them that 
7g [Amanji gayo  raabhe  --- mwamara  Preposed   

water this if you.have.finished 
7h   --- mwitire]     

pour.it.out 
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8a   --- Mbamara     

They.finished 
8b   --- mbeetira     

they.poured.it.out 
9a  Baadaaye  --- ^naasubha     

Later he.returned 
10a   [--- Okusubha]     

To.return 
10b  [10a]  --- kaanyoora    [10c] 

he.met 
10c   [--- bheetiiye amanji]   

they.had.poured.it.out water 
11a   --- ^Naabhabhwira    ati [11b]  

He.told.them that 
11b   [--- Munaane   amanji gaani]   

You(pl).give.me water my 
12a   --- ---   Ati [12b–12c]  

that 
12b   [--- Kitari   nago   

We.do.not have.it 
12c   --- kyetira]     

we.have.poured.it.out 
13a   --- ^Naabhabhwira    ati [13b]  

He.told.them that 
13b   [--- Munaane   gimaro]   

You(pl).give.me knives 
14   --- Mbamuwaana   gimaro   

They.gave.him knives 
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 Outer Inner Subject Verb Object/Complement Inner Outer 

15a   --- ^Naagenderera     
He.continued 

15b   --- ^naagenda     
he.went 

15c   --- ^naagenda     
he.went 

15d   --- ^naagenda     
he.went 

15e   --- ^naagenda     
he.went 

15f   --- ^naagenda     
he.went 

15g   --- ^naanyoora  abhaanu  [15h] 
he.met people 

15h   [--- abhagesa obhuro]   
they.are.harvesting sorghum 

16a   --- Kaabhabhwira    ati [16b]  
He.tels.them that 

16b   [--- Omugesa   kwa amabhoko ageene]   
You(pl).are.harvesting by hands themselves 

17a   --- ---   Ati [17b]  
That 

17b   [--- Ni  mabhoko ageene  era]   
It.is hands themselves only 

18a   --- ^Naabhayaana   imaro  ati [18b–19b]  
He.gave.them knives that 

18b   [Gimaro  ngigi   anu   
Knives are.these here 
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19a  Raabhe  --- mwamara    [19b]  

If you.have.finished 
19b   [--- mwese]     

throw.out 
20a   --- Mbakora     

They.did 
20b   --- mbamara     

they.finished 
20c   --- mbeesa     

they.threw.out 
21a   [--- Okwesa]     

To.throw.out 
21b  [21a]  --- ^naasubha     

he returned 
22a   --- Kaasubha     

He.returns 
22b   --- kaanyoora    [22c]  

he.meets 
22c   [--- bheesere gimaro]  [22d] 

they.have.thrown.out knives 
22d   [--- Munaane   gimaro gyani]   

You(pl).give.me knives my 
23a   --- ---   Ati [23b]  

That 
23b   [--- Kyesa]    [24a–24b]  

We.have.thrown.out 
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24a  [Raabhe  --- mutari   na gimaro gyani  [24b]  

If you.do.not have knives my 
24b   [--- munaane   obhuro]   

you(pl).give.me sorghum 
25   --- Mbamuwaana   obhuro   

They.gave.him sorghum 
26a   [--- Okumuwaana   obhuro]   

To.give.him sorghum 
26b  [26a]  --- ^naagenda     

he.left 
27a   --- ^Naaribhata     

He.walked 
27b   --- ^naaribhata     

he.walked 
27c   --- ^naaribhata     

he.walked 
27d   --- ^naanyoora  ing'oko    

he.met chicken 
28a Ing'oko   --- kaaibhuusha  Preposed  ati [28b–28c]  

Chicken he.asked.it that 
28b   [--- Uri   anu   

You.are here 
28c   --- ourya   ki]   

you.are.eating what 
29a   --- ---   Ati [29b]  

That 
29b   [--- Nitari   na kiinu cha kurya]   

I.do.not have a.thing ASSOC to.eat 
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30a   --- ^Naaibhwira    ati [30b–31b]  

He.told.it that 
30b [Aya   obhuro  mbubhu   anu   

OK sorghum is.this here 
31a  Raabhe  --- waamara  okurya   [31b]  

If you.have.finished to.eat 
31b   [--- nuunyaraganya]     

you.scatter.it 
32a Aya   ing'oko  niirya     

OK chicken he.ate 
32b   --- niirya     

he.ate 
32c   --- niirya     

he.ate 
32d   --- niirya     

he.ate 
32e   --- niirya     

he.ate 
32f   --- niimara     

he.finished 
32g   --- niinyaraganya     

he.scattered.it 
33a   [--- Okusubha]     

To.return 
33b  [33a]  --- kaanyoora  inyaraganyiishe obhuro   [33c] 

he.finds it.had.scattered 
the.sorghum 
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33c   [--- inyaraganyiishe obhuro]   

it.had.scattered the.sorghum 
34a   --- Kaaika    ati [34b–34c]  

He.says that 
34b  [Amwi  --- utari   na obhuro   

Sometimes you.do.not have sorghum 
34c mmbe   --- naana   rigi]   

so give.me egg 
35   --- ^Naamuwaana   rigi   

He.gave.to.him egg 
36a   [--- Okugega]     

To.take 
36b [36a]   --- ^naagega  rigi    

he.took the.egg 
36c   --- ^naagenda   naryo owaaye   

he.went with.it to.his.place 
37 Mmbe   --- ni   kutyo   

So it.is this.way 
 

Free translation 
There was there Rabbit. Rabbit went to a place where there was calm water. 

Now, he took that water and he walked and walked and walked and walked, then he met some blacksmiths. Those blacksmiths, he told 
them that, “You are forging, you don’t have water.” (They said) that, “We don’t have any.” He told them that, “Here is water, you should forge 
knives.” They forged and forged and forged and forged, then they finished, he told them that, “This water, if you have finished, you should pour 
it out.” They finished, they poured it out. 

Later, he returned. Upon returning he found that they had poured out the water. He told them that, “Give me my water.” (They said) that, 
“We do not have it, we have poured it out.” He said that, “Give me the knives.” They gave him the knives. 

He continued. He went and went and went and went and went, he met people, they are harvesting sorghum. He tells them that, “You are 
harvesting by hands themselves?” (They said) that, “It is just by hands themselves.” He gave them knives (saying) that, “Here are knives. If you 
have finished, toss them out.” 
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They did it, they finished, they tossed them out. Tossing them out, he returned. He returns, he meets that they have thrown out the knives. 
“Give me my knives.” (They said) that, “We have tossed them out.” “If you don’t have my knives, give me the sorghum.” They gave him the 
sorghum. 

Upon giving him the sorghum he went. He walked and walked and walked and then met a chicken. The chicken, he asked it that, “You are 
here, what are you eating?” (Chicken said) that, “I don’t have anything to eat.” He told it that, “OK, this is sorghum here. If you have finished 
eating it, you can spread it around.” 

OK, the chicken ate and ate and ate and ate and ate and then finished, it spread it around. Upon returning he discovers the sorghum has 
been spread around. He says that, “Sometimes you don’t have sorghum, so, give me an egg.” He gave him an egg. 

Upon taking the egg, he went with it to his place. So, that is how it is.
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